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INTRODUCTION.
This Manual, now in its 6th Edition, is the standard
work on Mains Interference Suppression. Its object is to
assist electrical engineers, radio dealers, service men, and
amateurs with some technical knowledge.
In the following pages is given a digest of the results of
Belling'Lee research. Extensive use is made of information and
advice given by the B.B.C , Post Office Engineers, the Institute of
Electrical Engineers, the British Electrical and Allied Industries
Research Association, and other bodies; and, where directions
are given, the advice conforms with I.E.E. regulations and with
the standards of the British Standards Institution and the Radio
Component Manufacturers’ Federation.
The Manual is supplemented by a summary of suppression devices and detailed descriptions of these devices.

BELLIHG - LEE
SUPPRESSION SERVICE
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Section 1 - DIAGNOSIS
WHAT IS “ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE?”
Most electrical machinery, when operating in its normal
1.
and most efficient manner, tends to give rise to high frequency
currents which often interfere very seriously with the operation
of nearby radio receivers, unless some means is adopted for
suppressing these unwanted currents. The research engineers
of the Post Office have been investigating the disturbance on
listeners’ premises at a rate which has now reached over 40,000
cases per year, and they find that 80 to 90 per cent, of mains
interference is in the form of mains carried high frequency
current, and once this gets on to the lighting wires of the house,
it is re-radiated and subsequently picked up by the aerial and
earth systems of any receiver in the house, no matter whether
the set be mains driven or a battery set, or even a crystal set.
The effect of these unwanted currents will be recognised by
referring to the table on the facing page, and should not be
confused with atmospherics, i.e. the crashing noises due to
local thunder storms ; we deal only with electrical disturbance
or “ man-made static,” and not atmospherics.
The man-in-the-street is rather apt
2
to class all interference under the general
name of atmospherics. It is, for instance,
not unusual to hear some harrassed listener say :
The trams run past my house,
so atmospherics are very bad indeed.”
Genuine atmospheric interference
3.
is fortunately comparatively rare in this
country and is seldom strong enough to
interfere seriously with reception of the
local station or of the more powerful
“ I didn’t do it,”
foreigners. Despite the astonishing ad
says Atmosph Eric.
vances that have been made in wireless, no
means of eliminating interference due to real atmospherics has
yet been discovered.
How can interference due to genuine atmospherics be
4.
distinguished from the man-made variety ? The noises are very
similar and both are worse on distant stations; but there are
certain differences which make identification a fairly simple
matter. Atmospherics are bad only on odd days and nights.
They are usually most troublesome in summer. The crackles
always occur at irregular intervals and never follow one another
at fixed periods of so many seconds. If crackles are heard all
day and every day, or if they are at their worst at certain hours
or on certain days of the week, or if they occur at regular
intervals then you can be quite sure that they are due to elec
trical machinery.
2
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The greatly increased sensitivity of modern receivers has made
the question of disturbance suppression far more vital, and the
demand for devices which effectively cut out this undesirable
background to radio programmes is increasing every dav

CAUSES OF INTERFERENCE.
WHIRRING, CRACKLING, DRONING, WHINING.
Adding Machines
Electric Refrigerators
Barbers’ Clippers
Telephone Magnets
Beauty Parlour EquipmentToy Electric Trains
Other Electric Toys
Cash Registers
Dental Machines
Vacuum Cleaners
Dictaphones
Valve Grinders
Washing Machines
Dishwashers
Dough Mixers
Electric Vibrators
Electric Addressographs Electric Fans
Farm Lighting Plants
Lifts

Floor Polishers
Generators
Humidifiers
Hair Dryers
Massage Machine0
Motor Generators
Portable Electric Drills
Printing Presses
Sewing Machines(Electric)
Small Blowers (Electric)

RATTLES, BUZZES, “MACHINE-GUN FIRE.”
Buzzers
Vibrating Rectifiers
Dental Machinery
Dial Telephones

Switchboards of certain
types
Door Bells
Lift Controls

Motor Car Ignition
Systems
Sewing Machines

VIOLENT, HEAVY BUZZING OR RUSHING SOUNDS.
Air Purifiers
Battery Chargers
Diathermy Machines
Medical Apparatus

Flour Bleachers
H.F. Apparatus for
Medical Work

Violet Ray
X-Ray

CRACKLING, SPLUTTERING, SHORT BUZZES,
OR SCRAPINGS.
Bad Connections
Defective Light or
Power Sockets
Lift Control

High Tension Lines
Trickle Chargers
Tramcars

Loose connections in floor
lamps etc. (sometimes
intermittent break in
connecting cable)
Partially earthed Power
Lines

CLICKING
Lift Control
Flashing Signs
Motor Car Ignition

Traffic Signals
Sign Flashers
Electric Typewriters

Incubators
Telegraph Relays

HEAVY VIOLENT BUZZING OF SHORT DURATION.
Arc Light
Oil Burning Plant

Cinema Machines
Flashing fclectric Signs

Thermostats
Electric Lifts
3
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HOW DOES “ INTERFERENCE ” REACH
THE RADIO SET?
5.

When electrical disturbances are generated in a motor
or other machine, they usually radiate away from the source
into space, or travel back along the electrical conductors running
to the offending machine ; it is found in most cases that the
disturbance is propagated in both these ways. The range of
the direct radiation is limited to a few yards, but the conducted
disturbance can travel considerable distances when once it has
got on to an electrical conductor.
Usually the electric mains act as the
means of conveyance, but in some cases
it may be tram or trolley wires, tele
phone wires, water mains, or even steel
girders used in the structure of buildings.
Powerful disturbances can be carried
for distances up to two miles under
ground along the electric mains and so
to your house.
6. Once the disturbance has entered
your house it will be conveyed all over
the electric wiring, which will in effect
become a transmitting aerial radiating
the high frequency disturbances, with
Frying Pan noises can be,
the
result that the aerial and earth wires
and must be stopped.
connected to the radio receiver will pick
them up and amplify them to produce the noises found in the
loud-speaker. Some of the high frequency cuirents which enter
the mains are conveyed to the receiver direct.
We thus have four different forms of electrical
7.
interference, which may be summarised as follows :—

I

!

(a) “ Mains Radiated Interference ”—mains carried,
then re-radiated from the house wiring and picked
up by the aerial-earth system of the set.
(See Paragraph 9)
(b) “ Conducted Interference ”—mains carried, entering
set by mains lead. (See Paragraph 10)
(c) “ Direct Radiated Interference”—picked up by the
aerial by direct radiation from the source.
(See paragraph 11)
(d) “ Re-radiated Interference ”—carried by other con
ductors and re-radiated. (See paragraph 12)
Types (n) and (b) usually consist of two components,
8.
the “ symmetrical ” H.F. current circulating down one mains lead
and back via the other, and the “asymmetrical” H.F. current
"‘ flowing in parallel down both mains wires and returning via earth.
4

i
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Diagram reproduced with acknowledgment to the British Post Office
Engineering Staff.
5
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VARIOUS FORMS OF INTERFERENCE.
(a) Mains radiated interference, as mentioned in para
9
graph 1, is present in about nine cases out of ten, and fortunately
is not the most difficult to overcome. The disturbance is
injected into the mains by the offending electrical plant, and
may be conducted for long distances along the supply cable or
any other electrical conductor and still be strong enough to
radiate across to a receiving aerial placed anywhere near its
path, i.e. the wiring of your house. In this way disturbance
enters the radio receiver via the aerial, but it is the house
wiring which is responsible for it, and which should be fitted
with some form of suppressor.
(b) Conducted interference is the least common form
10
and is usually low frequency in nature, that is to say, it is due
to ripple or unsteadiness generally in D.C. mains. Sometimes
high frequency disturbance enters in this way, but it is always
accompanied by mains radiated interference and the latter
greatly predominates.
(c) Direct radiated interference is experienced if the
11.
receiver is operated within a few yards of the disturbing
source, and the worst cases are trams, trolley ’buses, etc., as
these are rarely treated so as not to cause disturbance, and have
been found to affect receiving aerials up to a distance of twenty
yards without the assistance of any intermediate wiring, although
normally direct radiation is not noticeable at distances greater
than about five yards from the source. (See Rejectostat type
1227, Pages 23—30)
(d) Re-radiated interference from electrical conductors
12
such as telephone wires, steel girders in large buildings, drain
pipes, water supplies, overhead wires, neighbour’s house wiring,
neighbours aerials, etc., as distinct from your own electric wiring.

INTERFERENCE AT DIFFERENT
WAVE LENGTHS.
High Frequency Electrical Disturbance usually extends
13.
over the whole band of broadcast wavelengths. From many
sources the disturbance is worst on long waves between 1,000
and 2,000 metres, and is fortunately least below 300 metres.
We say fortunately, because it is more difficult to suppress
below 300 metres, and particularly difficult on short and ultra
short waves, unless one can suppress at the source.
The ideal suppressor would give complete elimination
14.
of noise on all wave lengths, but such a device is too expensive.
Simple suppressors are most efficient at one wave length only,
but they are still very effective over a fair band of wave lengths
either side of this resonant wave length. In practice it is found
best to fix this resonant point at about 350 metres, which usually
gives good suppression from 200 metres up to 2,000 metres.
6
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External factors can greatly affect the wave length at
15.
which disturbance is received most strongly ; it has been found
that the combination of inductance and capacity in the electric
supply cable produces resonance, the result of which may be
points of maximum and minimum disturbance at regular
intervals along the cable. As a result of this, misleading results
are often obtained in locating the source of disturbance. In
the same way the characteristics of the cable can cause it to
conduct interference at one wave length more easily than at
another.
More expensive suppressors have a “ flatter character*
16.
istic,” that is to say, more even efFect at all wave lengths ; some
have a “ double hump ” characteristic in which there are two
resonant points, one in the medium wave band at 350 metres,
and one in the long wave band at 1,500 metres, so that an extra
high degree of suppression is obtained on wave lengths which
are most usually employed. Such devices are needed for only
one case in ten. Some electrical apparatus gives rise to much
more disturbance at one wave length than at another, and the
knowledge of these wave lengths can prove very useful in
suppressing the disturbance

Composite group of Belling-Lce Suppression Devices as borrowed by
die Post Office and exhibited at various exhibitions during 1934.
7

17.
Long wave length disturbance lends itself to conduction
much more freely than short wave, but the latter being the higher
frequency tends to radiate more ; the simple condenser sup
pressor is more effective in cutting out low wave length inter*
ference than high, but this increased efficiency is more than
counteracted by the ease with which the shorter waves
skip from the unsuppressed to the suppressed side of the unit.
The result of this is that the standard unit is usually more
efficient on long wave lengths than on medium, but the performance on the latter band can be kept at a maximum by using very
short leads to the terminals of the suppressor ; that is to say,
less than 8 inches in length.
When disturbance is bad between 200 and 300 metres
18.
it is usually a sign that direct radiation is being experienced, but
often the mains suppressor will make all the difference between
impossible and very tolerable radio entertainment.
With shorter wave lengths, below 100 metres, the
19.
proportion of radiated disturbance to conducted goes up,
because the higher frequencies both radiate more easily and are
conducted less easily due to skin effect in the conductor. Con
sidered generally this is advantageous, as it is hardly possible
to reduce conducted interference by means of the usual con
denser, their efficiency falling off rapidly below 200 metres.
The normal sources of interference do not give rise to as much
interference on short waves as on medium and long wave
lengths, and the radiated noise from such appliances as fan
motors and refrigerators is only troublesome on the most
sensitive receivers.
The reduced efficiency of the standard condenser
20.
suppressor on wave lengths of say 30 metres, is to some extent
compensated for by the smaller amount of interference set up
in average cases, and the result is that the suppressor usually
gives satisfaction on this wave band as well as the others.
Where complete suppression cannot be obtained in the ordinary
way, great help can be obtained from the use of a balanced low
capacity down lead. See pages 23—30.
The worst interference on short and ultra short waves
21.
is from motor car ignition systems.

WHAT FORM DOES YOUR INTERFERENCE
TAKE?
22.

If you have a sensitive receiver there are one or two
simple tests which may prove helpful in deciding what form of
interference is troubling you ; see paragraph 7 for the main
classes (also paragraph 9, 10, 11, or 12).
If you have no electric mains, it is clear that your inter
23.
ference must fall into class (c) or (d), i.e. be either due to direct
radiation from the source, or picked up from some metallic
3
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conductor which has passed close to the source and is itself
radiating. If it is found that disturbance is much worse on the
long wave lengths, it may be assumed that the majority of the
disturbance belongs to class (d), since long wave noise is con
ducted more easily than that of medium wave ; but if noise
seems to be worse as the wave length decreases, and is present
at or below 200 metres, it is safe to say that your interference
falls into class (c), with possibly a smaller proportion of (d).
As these two forms are treated somewhat similarly when being
suppressed, there is no need to separate them further.
24
If there are electric mains in the building, there is the
likelihood of all four forms of disturbance, and isolating each
form is not so simple, but a satisfactory diagnosis can be made
if the services of sensitive mains and battery sets are available.
The receivers which are most suited to tests of this kind are
superheterodynes which are made to operate on an open aerial,
and which are not fitted with automatic volume control. If
the latter is fitted, care must be taken that disturbance com
parisons are made on a station which is slightly more powerful
than the noise, and that the effect of the A.V.C. is borne in
mind when other tests are being made. It is assumed in the
tests mentioned below that the receiver has not A.V.C. and
that there are no faults in the receiver or the aerial and earth
system.
The mains receiver should be operated in the normal
25
way and the noise noted on both wave length ranges; the aerial
and earth leads should then be removed and the aerial and
earth terminals connected together with a short length of wire.
If the interference is not reduced, the trouble is entering along
the mains and is in most cases low frequency in nature, falling
into category (b). It is usually found in these cases that a
battery set will not pick up any disturbance.
Generally, however, it will be found that removing
26.
the aerial and shorting the terminals will cut out most if not
all of the noise ; if this is so, disturbance is confined to classes
(a), (c) and (d).
The comparative interference on long waves and
27
medium should then be studied ; if the noise increases as the
wave length is reduced to the bottom of the scale, direct
radiated disturbance section (c) is almost certain to be present,
but if long waves give much more trouble, mains radiated
interference section (a) is more likely. There are exceptions
to this rule, because of the different wave lengths at which
some machines disturb most, and these sometimes give mis
leading results ; e.g. a neon sign gives rise to so much more
disturbance at long wave than medium, that within direct
radiation distance, say 10 to 15 yards, the medium wave noise
is distinctly less than that at long wave. The likelihood of
direct radiation can usually be confirmed or negatived by
inspection of the possible nearby sources.
9

28
In this way the forms of disturbance are narrowed
down with some decree of certainty to sections (a) and (d)
and with the help of a battery receiver these can be isolated.
The receiver is operated normally and the amount of noise
produced is studied when the main electric supply switches in
the house are opened and closed. If there is no difference,
the interference is class (d). If in semi-detached or terrace
house, or in a flat, if possible try the effect of switching off
neighbour’s mains, as their wiring may be only a foot or so from
yours, walls, floors, etc., offering no resistance to H.F. currents.
If the noise disappears or is reduced greatly when mains are off,
the trouble is due to mains radiated disturbance.
Occasionally the interference persists with the main
29
switch off by jumping the contacts but is nevertheless stopped
by a condenser unit at the switch.

i

i

In most instances it will be found that the interference
30
falls into two or three classes, and each type has to be considered
separately. Some idea of die proportions of each can be ob
tained and, if necessary, each part can be suppressed individually.
Interference is usually stronger but sometimes weaker
31.
when tuned to a carrier wave; this has no significance and does
not help the diagnosis.

MAINS HUM AND ATMOSPHERICS.
We make no extravagant claims for our suppression
32.
devices, and regret that so many misleading statements have
appeared in print regarding mains hum and atmospherics.
“ Belling-Lee ” Suppressors can have no effect whatever
33
on the continuous 50 cycle hum which may be present in a
A.C. mains receiver. We do however tackle hum on D.C.
mains. (See Paragraph 79-83)
34
No mains disturbance suppressor can cure atmospherics
nor the whistles and clicks caused by the use or misuse of
nearby wireless apparatus. These do not properly come under
the heading of “ Electrical Interferences ” and are not within
the scope of our work.

USELESS DEVICES.
35
Certain aerial circuit devices claim to eliminate
disturbances and atmospherics. In most cases they merely
reduce the efficiency of the aerial system so that disturbances,
atmospherics, and distant programmes are reduced in equal
proportion, and it is found that if the amplification or gain of
the receiver is increased to bring the signal back to strength,
the unwanted noises return to their original strength also ; in
other words the signal-to-noise ratio is not improved at all.
10
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36.

With these appliances must not be confused the aerial
systems employing screened down leads, as the latter provide
a satisfactory cure in a number of cases of disturbance. See
pages 23—30.

FREAK AERIALS.
37.

Exaggerated claims are made for all kinds of pro
prietary freak aerials. There is always just a germ of truth
in such claims so that they cannot be called complete mis
representations, but the exaggeration frequently makes a genuine
technician’s blood boil.
38.
We hear disillusioned listeners complain that they
have had “ a new outdoor aerial ” erected without improving
their signal to noise ratio. Enquiry reveals that they have a
comical little gadget on the end of a wire fixed to the outside of
the house, so that it is still within the noise field of the house
wiring. Any outdoor aerial is better than an indoor one, but
it should be kept well away from buildings and metal objects.
Use rope halliards, not wire.

NOISE SUPPRESSORS IN SETS.
39.
Can anything be done inside a set to reduce inter-.
ference ? Yes, a little. The set can be well screened to minimise
direct pick-up. Conducted interference can be kept out by an
internal mains filter and an electro-static screen between the
windings of the mains transformer (no use with a frame aerial).
If high note components predominate in the interference they
can be reduced at the expense of quality by high note cutting,
e.g., condensers across transformers or loud speaker or any
other form of tone control. Exaggeration of interference by
sustained vibration of the speaker diaphragm or momentary
oscillation of a slightly unstable or microphonic valve can be
reduced by suitable electrical and mechanical damping ; in
other words, precautions against shock excitation. Efficient
H.F. filtration after the detector is similarly desirable, otherwise
disturbing H.F. transients, too short to have appreciable audio
energy, will crash through to the output valve where they will
be rectified and give a single punch setting up vibration of the
speaker at its natural frequency, and giving an audible crash out
of all proportion to the original transient. These precautions
are observed in the best receivers, but they still go only a fraction
of the way towards complete interference suppression.
Many A.V.C. superheterodynes now have “ Inter40.
channel noise suppression ” for which exaggerated claims are
frequently made. This scheme rejects all signals and noises
below a given pre-determined strength. Thus, when tuning
between stations the set is quenched and reproduces no signals
or noises unless above the critical level. When tuned to a
station above the cut-off level the set becomes “ live ” or
11
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“ sensitive ” again and any signals or interferences within the
accepted wave band come in at the same relative strengths as
with any other correctly tuned set. Thus, the all-important
signal to noise ratio is not improved. Nevertheless the scheme
is valuable in providing “ peaceful tuning ” and the A.V.C.
prevents one using an unnecessary H.F. gain for a given station.
External suppressors, however, are just as necessary as ever.

SET MAKERS’ MAINS FILTERS.
41.

H.F. Filtration of the mains lead to an all-electric set
is always a wise precaution and often essential, particularly when
using the “ Rejectostal ” aerial system (Type 1227). Listeners
can fit suppresor No. 1211 at the plug end of the set flex, but
certain set makers already fit choke and condenser filters inside
the receiver cabinet, preferably in a top corner remote fi om the
H.F. end of the receiver chassis.
Belling-Lee supply suitable skeleton type filters for set
42.
makers to build into their sets ; one very convenient type is
built in one unit with the mains input socket and plug connector.

POST OFFICE ASSISTANCE.
43.

By arrangement with the B.B.C. the Post Office
Authorities offer their services free of charge to holders of
radio receiving licences.
44.
If you are troubled by mains interference, fit or have
fitted a standard condenser suppressor, Belling-Lee type 1118 or
1204. If this does not cure the trouble on B.B.C. programmes—do
not remove it—but fill up a question form at your Post Office,
when they will send a Post Office engineer to conduct a free
investigation. If it is not correctly fitted they will put it right
or tell you what should be done. If not the correct cure, they
will tell you wha*- is, and the dealer from whom you purchased
the suppressor will credit the cost against the specified apparatus.

LIMITS TO POST OFFICE ASSISTANCE.
45.

The Post Office Engineers aim at giving all listeners
reception of their nearest National and Regional B.B.C. pro
grammes reasonably free from interference, i.e. with interference
suppressed until it is no louder than needle scratch on a gramo
phone record. (In technical language—the noise to be 40
decibels below the programme strength.) They aim at this
level of immunity from noise so long as the desired programme
is not too distant or weak ; actually, providing the field strength
of the programme (carrier wave) at the listener’s premises is
not less than one millivolt per meter. They are not authorized
to deal with weaker programmes. Therefore if you still have
interference on distant stations, Continental programmes, etc.,
your dealer must charge a professional fee for investigating and
prescribing the correct suppressor.
12
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Section 2—
CURES AT LISTENERS’ END
MAINS SUPPRESSORS OR SPECIAL AERIAL?
46.
Disturbance should normally be suppressed at its
source, but at present this is frequently impracticable. If the
source can be located and treated, the most economical and
satisfactory suppression will be effected. (See Section 3).

47.

In the great number of cases where the source cannot be
treated, apparatus has to be fitted at the listener’s end, and
one has to decide between mains suppressors or a special
aerial. The considerations are efficiency and cost. The best
and cheapest cure depends on details of each particular case, and
the following pages should enable a decision to be made.

48.

Mains suppressors, or “ mains filtration ” is described
first, the various forms of interference mentioned in Section 1
being dealt with in turn.

SUPPRESSING MAINS RE-RADIATED
INTERFERENCE.
49. The aim of the simple
suppressor is to by-pass the
high frequency disturbance
to earth, before it reaches
the house wiring, where it
would have a chance of
radiating across to the aerial
system of the receiver. Thus
the unit has to be fitted on
to the mains as close as
possible to the point where
they enter the building, and
in a number of cases it will be
more efficient in this position
than in the more convenient
Illustration shows comparative size of P^.06’. *’e’ ,
set.
the Standard Unit with the fuse carrier This IS made clearer when It
removed. List No. 1118,
is realised that at the meter,
See page 58.
the suppressor cuts out the
mains radiated and mains conducted interferences, whereas at the
back of the receiver, only the latter is removed.
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50.

Occasionally a condenser suppressor reduces the
noise over most of the wave band, but not sufficiently at one
particular wave length. In cases such as this, or in which the
H.F. disturbance is very fierce, such as on some D.C. supplies,
mains type high frequency chokes fitted in the supply leads
prove a satisfactory solution. Chokes are also fitted in cases
where every precaution has to be taken to keep mains borne
disturbances out of a building, and a wide range of such filters
are produced in our works. See il ustration on Page 7.
In flats, terraces and adjoining houses, it may be neces
51.
sary for neighbours also to fit suppressors before satisfactory
silencing is obtained for all concerned. In large blocks of
flats where there is much machinery, such as lift motors, water
pump motors, refrigerators, fans, etc., it is almost useless to
fit mains suppressors in each flat unless every
effort has been made to suppress the motors
themselves. The aerial can be doctored so
as to render it less affected by
internal machinery by fitting
a screened down lead to it.
See pages 23—30.
52. Although
a condenser
unit on its own will at
times effect remarkable im
provements when used on the
mains in business premises or
factories, we consider this in
the light of exceptional achieve
ment rather than its normal,
expected performance, because
all four forms of disturbance
may be present and the unit is
only effective in reducing two.
If the source cannot possibly
be approached, the difficulty is
surmounted by other means.

FITTING A SUPPRESSOR
AT THE MAIN SWITCH.
53. The suppressor should be fitted
across the mains very close to the
point at which they enter the building,
but as power supply companies do
not permit connections on their side
of the main switch and meter, the
unit is usually fitted immediately after
this switch, i.e. between the main
switch and distribution fuse box.

Fig.»2.
This photograph, together
with Fig. 13, is reproduced
through the courtesy of The
Gramophone Company Ltd.,
and shows a part of the
Belling-Lcc suppression in
stallation at Hayes.
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54
The circuit diagrams are given below. In each case
the H.F. chokes shown dotted are only needed in the worst
cases.
A.C.CONNECTION
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Fig. 4

A and B are alternative positions for the chokes and
can best be decided by test.

i

A.C. Mains.— This con
nection usually gives best
suppression on A.C. mains,
and renders the earth wire
safe to handle even if discon
nected from “ Earth.”

D.C. Mains.— This con
nection is always used for
D.C. mains, and is occasion
ally an advantage on A.C.
mains where it can be used
if the earth connection is
robust and reliable.
TO DISTRIBUTION i|

TO DISTRIBUTION
fuse box

ruse BOX

f/

it

METER
BOARD

METER
BCURO

w
Q

JJ
Fig. 5.

1
/sti

SUPPRESSOR

I MAINS
| SWITCH j n
■*>

IQ
' MAIN CABLE.

EXISTING
■EA.RTMINO
WIRE.

Fig.6.

BRANC.1
CIRCUITS.

Figs 5 and 6 show typical
main switch arrangements and
the method of connecting the
DISTRIBUTION
ruse box.
suppressor. If the cable from
the main switch to the distribu~ II ~ II"| tion fuse box is lead covered or
|j I I i
I j j | M
in metal conduit the suppressor
_____________________ may, if it is more convenient,

SUPPRESSOR

n
n n n nn
LiJ U U U U U

CABUE FROM
MAIMS SW'TCH.

In
U ARTH TO
N.OVER.

Fig. 7.

be
c°nnectec^as m Fig 7, the
two mains connections being

kept as short as possible and
taken to any opposite pair of
fuse terminals or to the bus-bar
terminals.
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55.

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show the D.C. connections to the
suppressor. The A.C. connections of Figs 4 can equally well
be applied to Figs. 5, 6 and 7, and a greater degree of suppression
is sometimes obtained since the effect is to double the capacity
across the mains. The principal advantage is that a shock can
not be received from the earth lead when connecting, and in
cases of A.C. motors where/the frame is used as an earth, the
risk of shock is reduced greatly.
56.
In fitting the suppressor close at the incoming mains
the unit should be mounted close to the house side of the
main switch wherever possible, woodscrews for this purpose are
provided with each suppressor. It is essential that the two
leads from the mains to a condenser suppressor should be as
short as possible, preferably under 8 inches. Every extra inch
increases the resonant wave length of the filter circuit and
makes the unit less effective on medium wave lengths ; this has
been proved in many cases where the results from suppressors
fitted without observing this precaution have been greatly
improved by merely reducing the lengths of the connecting
wires. This great necessity for short leads that has lead up to
the Line Suppressor No. 1204. The unique design of this unit
is such that the connection from the mains to the condenser
terminals is negligible and is achieved without cutting the conductor. This is more fully described on page 18. The earth
lead is next in importance and should be as short as possible.

;
r

57.

Many people have electric power or heat as well as
the lighting circuit, in which case there will be two or perhaps
three, main switches at the meter board and, generally speaking,
it is best to connect a suppressor to each main switch. If there
is only one meter, however, it may be found sufficient to connect
a suppressor to the main lighting switch only (the lighting circuit
being the largest net-work and therefore the most likely to
transmit disturbances to the aerial).

'
I

;
58.

If it is desired to know which house circuit is giving
rise to most disturbance, it is a simple matter to fit the sup
pressor close to one main switch, and then close to the others,
and to compare amounts of disturbance.

59.

As long as the main switch is off, and the user has some
electrical knowledge and fully understands what is meant by
the instructions given above, and connects the suppressor in
parallel with the mains between the main switch and the house
distribution fuse box—there is no difficulty or danger. If,
however, these instructions are not understood, then it is very
advisable to call in professional assistance from the electric
16

Showing the fitting of a condenser suppressor in a typical case.
Note the position relative to the main switch, and how the suppressor
leads arc kept as short as possible. Do not earth the suppressor on
to the conduit on the house side of the switch unless you know it is
efficiently earthed.

suppiy authority or a reliable wireless dealer or electrical contractor, who will be entitled to make a charge of a few shillings
to cover men’s time.
EARTH TERMINAL.

60.
Where a suppressor calls for an earth connection the
earth lead should only be connected or disconnected with the
switch off or with the fuse cover (if any) of the suppressor
removed.
61.

Small harmless sparks are often seen on connecting
or disconnecting suppressor leads or the cover, but these do
not indicate that there is a wastage of power, see paragraph 243.

62.

It is essential to have separate earth connections for
the suppressor and for the radio set. Generally the most
satisfactory way of earthing a suppressor at the meter board is
by connecting it to the lead covering of the incoming cable,
since this as a rule provides a low resistance earth return circuit
back to the power station. The earth for the radio receiver
17

should consist of a short wire taken to an earth tube or plate
in the ground preferably under the lead-in end of the aerial.
63.
Some electric supply authorities do not allow wiring
installations to be earthed to the lead covers of their cable, but
usually the installation is earthed in some way—either to the
cold-water supply or to a ground connection, and the suppressor
can be taken to this ; if earthing to the lead cover of the incom
ing cable is permitted a clip should be carefully fitted to the cover,
or a wire taken to any existing connection on to this covering.
Do not attempt to solder on to the cable.
There are a few alternating current supplies in this
64.
country which have no “ earthed ” or “ neutral ” wire at the
listener’s premises. In these rare cases the 1118 unit or 1204 can
only be fitted by the supply company on their side of the meter
instead of on the listener’s side ; this is essential otherwise
the meter will record either too high or too low or may even
go backwards. For such cases use the line suppressor 1204
with provision for sealing by the supply companies’ engineers.
If the supply company refuse to do this please report to us ;
it may be necessary to try chokes only without condensers or
with the smaller condenser unit No. 1171.

SPECIAL LINE SUPPRESSOR.
PARTICULARLY FOR USE ON METER BOARD
Known as type 1204, this
line suppressor requires
no leads, nor is it necessary
or desirable to cut the con
ductor when installing.
Provision of efficient grip
for V.I.R. or to take lead
covered cable or conduit.
In Bakelite case and base
which can be sealed by
supply authority if neces
sary. List No. 1204.
Sec Page 58

Diagram of Line Suppressor showing
leaks which discharge condensers, thus
obviating the possibility of shock from
residual charge.
(Also available without leaks.
No. 1257)

J.WAM

V

MAWWl

if

Y 1-0
Fig. 10.

This de luxe unit has recently been brought out for
65.
fitting on the meter board and in addition to the various advan
tages which our unit No. 1118 has over the ordinary arrangement
of two condensers, many new features have been introduced.
18
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The same high grade condensers are used, but the
66.
internal wiring and the fact that we have been able to entirely
dispense with connecting leads lowers the wavelength at which
the suppressor tends to resonate, and higher efficiency on the
lower end of the medium wave band is ensured.
2 amp. fuses are fitted in a safety holder which is dead
67.
when the top of the suppressor is removed, but the funda
mental difference between this model and the No. 1118 is that
a moulded base is screwed down and the leads to be suppressed
are taken under special terminals which render it unnecessary
to cut the leads. The top section, which keys into position on to
the base, contains condensers and fuses. Across the condensers
are discharging resistances which render the section dead as soon
as the mains are not connected with it.
The resistances or “ leaks ” also ensure that the con
68.
densers discharge rapidly when the mains are switched off so
that no residual charge shock can be obtained from the wiring
installation, but the units are also available without leaks, at the
same price (No. 1257).
The through connection feature
increases the field of application of this unit, and the moulding
is designed to accommodate lead-covered cable, V.I.R. or con
duit. The unit can be sealed and then cannot be tampered with.
It can be fitted on the wiring in any of the positions shown for
the No. 1118 unit, and with either A.C. or D.C. connections.
Because of the leaks, insulation tests on circuits carrying a unit
No. 1204 are not reliable unless the suppressor body is removed,
but this does not apply to No. 1257.

FITTING H.F. CHOKES AT MAINS SWITCH.
It is often found that .
69.

•

a condenser suppressor gives a
certain amount of decrease in
interference when fitted at the
meterboard, and that fitting
two in parallel has a slightly
greater effect, as in the case of
mercury arc rectified mains,
but that any increase in capacity
beyond the two units gives no
improvement. In cases such as
this, and in some cases where
the disturbance is most noticeable at one particular wave
length, chokes in the main
supply leads are very effective
in removing the mains borne
disturbances
In about 10 per cent, of
70.
cases of H.F. mains disturbance,
the Post Office Engineers recommend that special H.F.
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The illustration shows part of the
installation carried out for the Gramo
phone Company at Hayes. Two
Treble Choke and Condenser Units
are shown, in addition to a Double
Choke and Condenser Unit. See also
Pase H.
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:
Chokes are used as well as condensers. As these are connected
in series with the electric supply, they must be large enough to
carry the maximum current passing at that point without undue
rise in temperature. Typical H.F. Mains Choke installations
are shown in Figs. 2 & 11.

,

5

71.

As interference usually enters along both sides of the
mains, two chokes are required, and our double choke
and condenser units (see pages 66 <Sc 67) are designed to act as a
complete filter unit in a compact, efficient and safe form ; they
may be fitted in any supply voltage power leads when they will
offer a high impedance to H.F. currents without giving any appre
ciable voltage drop with the full load current through the coils.

!

Simplified circuits showing the normal way of con
72.
necting chokes and condensers on to the mains are shown in
Figures 3 and 4 ; see also paragraph 247 and Pages 65—68.

73.

In fitting chokes on listener’s premises, the unit should
be fitted as close as possible to the point at which the main
supply leads enter, and if possible permission should be obtained
from the power supply company to fit them before the supply
is divided for the various circuits. If this cannot be arranged,
tests can be carried out to find which circuit should be filtered
for best results. Usually it will be found that the light circuit
is better as it is the larger network.

74.

Condensers must in most cases be connected in
parallel at the same point as the chokes, it being a matter of
trial to decide whether it is best to fit them at the input or
output ends of the chokes.

SUPPRESSING CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE
The ideal suppressor for
use with transportable
receivers, particularly in
terrace
houses,
flats,
hotels, etc. Plug into
existing supply and plug
set into suppressor, which
filters the mains.
List No. 1211 for A amp.
List No. 1256 for 1 amp.
Sec Page 59.

75. (a) High Frequency. Condensers across the mains
supply close to the meter, are, in many cases of interference
the only satisfactory cure, and the Post Office Engineering
Department are constantly recommending them. It is clear in
20
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spite of the above that in blocks of flats, terraces or apartment
buildings, the fitting of a condenser unit across the mains switch
is disappointing because the interference is radiating from
neighbouring wiring circuits, even if the suppressor is doing its
work satisfactorily on its own circuit. For instance, in a block
of flats where a lift is injecting strong interference on to the
wiring of the building, there is considerable radiation from the
flexible lead supplying the receiver accross to the aerial down
lead ; fitting a suppressor near to the mains switch to that
particular apartment will have only little effect, because the
wiring of the next flat above, below, or beside, will inject noise
on to the wiring again and the trouble will still exist. If a Set
Lead Filter has been connected close to the supply points of
the receiver, no interference could radiate from the receiver,
flex, and a considerably quieter background would be obtained.
8500// H
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SOCKET
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,jmmy'

5 AMP
PLUG

SiYCK)l//Ft
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SETE.
I

1

v0000007

XO-lyfcF
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8500jUh
EARTH TERMINAL
Fig, 13

A special suppressor has been produced for this form
76.
of interference, which consists of a small choke-condenser
combination (see Fig. 13, and page 59 for technical details) and
is fitted in the supply mains at the point where the receiver is
tapped on to the mains. An earth terminal is included and for
most efficient results this should be connected to the cable
covering or conduit, and net on to the radio earth, the object
being that it is desired to by-pass the interference away from
the receiver. The best earth must be found by trial in each case.
It is sometimes preferable to give the best earth to the suppressor
and, if a set earth is necessary, but a second “ earth ” not practic
able, then try a capacity earth for the receiver.

The chokes are rated to carry i amp. or 1 amp. and as
77.
the unit is designed to operate from a 5 amp. plug suitably fused,
it is necessary to provide adequate protection for the chokes.
Further, in the unlikely event of a condenser breakdown or a
fault developing in the receiver, the house section fuses would not
blow and no part of the house would be plunged into darkness,
21

This unit may be particularly helpful in flats, hotels,
78.
etc., and specially when used with a “ transportable ” type of
receiver. When the set is working from D.C. care must be taken
to ensure that the wiring to the plug is the right way round.
79. (b) Low Frequency.
On certain D.C. electric
supplies, particularly
those fed from Mercury
Arc rectifiers, there is a
bad low frequency hum
which enters the receiver
by its mains lead. The
disturbance takes the
form of a continuous
splutter or whistle, which
is absolutely constant,
and which can usually be
identified as it has a note
of either E flat above middle C, or E flat below, depending on
the form of rectification.
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80.

For reducing this noise, and that due to any other
form of L.F. disturbance isolated according to the scheme
suggested in paragraph 25, our D.C. Hum Suppressor No. 1140
(Fig. 15) has been produced.
See page 62.
This unit is con
81
nected in the mains lead im
mediately behind the set, and
as can be seen, it is fitted with
a standard 5-amp. socket to
receive the plug from the
receiver and it has a flex input
lead complete with plug adap
tor for obtaining supply either
from a 5-amp. socket, or from
a standard lamp socket.

!
;
i

!

D.C. Hum Suppressor.
See Page 62.
List No. 1140

Fig. 15.

The D.C. Hum Suppressor consists of an L.F. Choke
82.
and Condenser Filter', designed to carry continuously the whole
current operating the receiver, and to remove any A.C. or ripple
which is superimposed on it. The choke has an inductance of
50 henries, and has a gapped iron core. It must not be con
nected in the neutral side of the mains if best suppression is
to be obtained, so it is found that there is a right and a wrong
way round for the unit to be connected on to the supply. It
is not helpful to mark the polarity of the unit, because either
side of the mains may be neutral, so the proper connection is
best found by trial and error.
22
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Diagram of
D.C. Hum
Suppressor.
Fig. 16.

83.
Fuses are fitted which have to carry the mains
current supplied to the receiver so as to conform with I.E.E.
regulations, and they incidentally act as a safeguard to the
receiver. The unit does not offer much resistance to the mains
supply and can be relied on for working any but the very largest
radiograms exceeding 350 m/a. mains consumption ; for these,
special units have to be supplied which would be uneconomical
as standard models.

SUPPRESSING DIRECT RADIATED
INTERFERENCE.
84.
When an electrical appliance is creating H.F. and L.F.
disturbance, part of the current so produced leaves in the form
of conducted disturbance and the remainder is radiated. The
conducted portion evidences itself as disturbances (a), (b) and
(d) in par. 7 and can be suppressed at the listener’s end, or close
to the source, the latter being recommended. See page 34.
The range of radiation varies with the form which the
85.
source takes and with the wave length, but in the medium and
long wave bands 20 or 30 feet is rarely exceeded. With trams,
trolley ’buses, etc., where very violent radiations are produced,
the range may be greater, but this is often due to the presence
of re-radiated interference, which, at close quarters, is sometimes
difficult to distinguish from direct pick up. Listeners should
agitate to have suppressors fitted to the cars and to the trolley
wires as recommended in the official reports of the British
Electrical and Allied Industries Research Association, as well as
taking steps at their own end.
Direct radiation is the most difficult form of disturb
86.
ance to suppress, and in the case of some plant, no satisfactory
means has been devised. Complete screening is the most
effective means yet adopted, but it is obvious that in the case
of, say, a tram, this is not possible, and other arrangements
have been tested ; some of these are fundamental alterations
to the plant and are not suitable for applying to existing apparatus.
The alternative to screening the source of disturbance,
87.
is to screen effectively the portion of your aerial where it passes
within the influence of the disturbing source.
The fitting of a screened down lead is recommended
88.
where the source is not conveniently, suppressible and the
receiver has to be operated close to the disturbing apparatus ;
where a receiver is fitted with an internal aerial or it is impossible
to erect an outside aerial, a screened down lead is of no use,
and other means have to be adopted.
23
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Rejectostat type 1227
for combating direct
radiated
disturbance
from trams, trolley
buses, etc. Used with
high outdoor aerial.
On the right is shown
the aerial unit and in the
centre the receiver unit,
this pair identified as
List No. 1227. On the
left is shown the re
ceiver rcjectos at with
its cover. The cover
having list No. 1275.
Extra set end
No. 1218

i

;
:

units.

Sec Page 63.

i

Fig, 17.

89.
There are several makes of screened leads on the
market, and as a result of continued experiments we are convinced that the most satisfactory consist of a down lead of
screened cable operating as a low-impedance transmission
line, fitted with a transformer at each end. Less losses are
incurred in this form and the aerial itself may be more than
500 feet away from the receiver ; the advantage of this is
apparent when it is considered that the effective (unscreened)
portion of the aerial must be out of range of the disturbance
and this may not be possible without the use of a long lead.
90.
The “Rejectostat” type 1227 made by Kolster Brandes,
Ltd. specially for Belling &. Lee, Ltd., is of this type, and it con
sists of an aerial unit which is fixed very close to the top portion
of the aerial ; this unit is a step down H.F. transformer and has
four flexible leads, one of which is connected on to the aerial
itself, another to earth and to the container of the transformer,
while the third and fourth are taken to the two conductors
in the screened cable which acts as the down lead,
The
sheathing of the cable is earthed. Near the receiver is another
transformer which steps up the incoming signals before applying
them to the aerial and earth terminals of the set.
The transformers are so designed that the system is
91.
efficient on both long and medium wave bands, but for reception
below 200 metres a modified scheme has to be adopted.
92.
Various important points have to be borne in mind
in the installation of a “ Rejectostat ” aerial, and some of these
are mentioned below in order to avoid any misunderstandings
and consequent disappointments.
Unless the aerial itself is at least either 15 feet above the
93.
roof of the building or any metallic objects which may conduct
interference, or 100 feet away from any buildings, complete
satisfaction must not be expected.
24
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This illustration shows a typical well thought out Rcjcctostat aerial
system.
Note the aerial is led in from the pole end, so that the aerial
itself is kept as far as possible from the house, also note its position,
at right angles to the main source of interference—the trams. The
Rejectostat transmission line could be fixed to a fence or wall if this is
more convenient than its burial.
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This schematic arrangement shows the Rejectostat equip
ment. For satisfactory reception it should be emphasised
that the exposed portion of the aerial must be outside
the field of interference and it is usually worth while to
try sound earth connections at various points on the
shielding of the cable. Connections on to the cable
sheathing should be made by binding gauge 26 tinned
copper wire round the braiding and sweating the leads
on to it. Afterwards black tape should be tightly bound
round, and the whole completely covered with Chatterton’s compound, so as to exclude moisture. Any punc
ture in the outer sheathing should immediately be treated
with the compound for the same reason. An alternative
for waterproofing a joint is to employ gutta percha tape,
afterwards warming the binding with a flame
or hot iron and plying with the fingers.
SCREEN^

Fig. 20.
CONCENTRIC FLEX
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If the aerial transformer is slung in this fashion, the connections can
be made on the ground or, at any rate with the aerial lowered part way
and hoisted with it.
(continued from page 24)

94.

The effective portion must consist of at least 50 feet
of heavy gauge aerial wire and if possible 75 to 90 feet should
be used ; the transformers are designed for such an aerial and
will not function satisfactorily otherwise. The aerial itself can
take the form of a single wire, a sausage arrangement, or even
a large basket type, as all these forms give sufficient pick-up and
usually have enough capacity to match the transformers.
A good screened lead, fitted exactly according to
95.
instructions, should not give appreciably more background
than is present when the aerial is removed from the receiver,
and this provides a satisfactory test (if made on a receiver
without A.V.C.) as to whether the fitting of a screened down
lead is justified.
The above observations apply to aeriais operating on
96.
normal broadcast wave bands, but such practice has to be
modified when short wave reception is desired. (See paragraph
115.) It should be noted that even where a screened down
lead is satisfactorily installed, the other forms of disturbance
probably exist and a suppressor across the mains is often still
required.
97.
Belling-Lee Set Lead Suppressor List No. 1211 (see
page 59 for technical details), is of particular use in conjunction
with screened down leads, as the interference which is not
reduced by the screening, namely the conducted form, is very
efficiently suppressed by the set lead unit.
The set lead suppressor is also of great value where a
98.
receiver of the mains transportable type is in use. A “ Rejectostat ” down lead is of no use and the frame aerial tends to pick
up interference off the supply lead, and due to the great sensi
tivity of transportables, special care has to be taken to filter all
interference off the leads. In many such cases a set lead
suppressor is helpful in addition to a unit at the main switch.
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99.
If it is desired to operate one receiver
at any of several points in a building, 3-pin sockets
should be fitted at each point and the twin trans
mission line conductors brought into the back of
the outer sockets and a soldered connection be
made between the centre socket and the shielding
and earth. (Note.—These sockets must be noninterchangeable with the electric light and power
sockets in the house). A suitable flush mounting
socket is available, No. 1060. See page 69. For
convenience the receiver Rejectostat should in
this case be screwed on to the back of the receiver
and the length of flexible cable type “ C ” ter
minated at one end on to the receiver Rejectostat
terminals and at the other by a 3-pin plug. This
plug is then inserted to whichever socket is
desired.
Up to eight receivers can be operated
100.
from one transmission line without appreciable
interaction each, receiving a different station if
desired ; [there will be no noticeable loss in signal
strength. At each tapping point a separate step-up
transformer (No. 1218) must be fitted. This
property of the system is of great advantage when
it is proposed to provide aerial feeds at different
points in a building such as block of flats.
With aerial amplifiers used in con
101.
junction with the existing aerial and the Rejectostat
System it is possible to operate over 500 receivers
satisfactorily, each being entirely independent.
Belling-Lee manufacture line termination units
consisting of 3-pin sockets and necessary resist
ances specially for use with amplifiers, and can
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Connections for running several receivers
from one aerial.
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supply any further particulars on request.
page 69.

List No. 1215.

See

SHIELDED CABLES.
102.

For the " Rejectostat” low impedance transmission
line two types of cable are used. Type A is a thin lead
covered cable for internal
wiring from one part of the
house to another. If suitable
protection, in the form of
\x-COTTON TAPE
batten or tubing is used, this
cable can be used for buried
COTTON
runs Type C is a flexible cable
braiding
with a braided metal screen,
Tinned copper
SCREEN
and an outside covering of
specially treated rubber. This
PADDING
38
material has the advantage
RUBBER COVERING-, V
over vulcanised rubber that
t •
it withstands all normal cli^cuolppcItconoOctoSedrnatic conditions indefinitely.
T]ie cable js thus ideal for *
mosUcases on account of its flexibility, lightness, and lasting
properties.
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UNMATCHED SCREENED DOWN LEAD
103.
The other types of screened down leads consist of a
copper wire either led through a large diameter air spaced rubber sleeve which has metal braid or foil around it, or bound in
paper insulation with a wire wound spirally round the outside.
The outside conductor in all cases is earthed and has the effect
of balancing out the disturbance picked up by the copper wire
inside. Unfortunately, the effect of the capacity between the
conductor and the screen introduces considerable losses in
signal strength and herein lies the disadvantage of the system
as compared with the transmission line type where the low
impedance of the down lead circuit renders the capacity losses
far less. Serious losses are noticed with simple screened down
leads of more than twenty-five feet in length, but with the sensi
tive receivers in use to-day, some pick-up can be sacrificed if
the signal-to-noise ratio is increased.

INTERFERENCE RE-RADIATED FROM
OTHER CONDUCTORS.
In practically no cases can the disturbance which is
104.
conveyed along metallic conductors in a building be con
veniently suppressed, except that on the electric mains. Even
though possibly earthed in places, such things as water and gas
mains, girders, reinforcing, gutters, bell wires, etc., are found
in many cases to conduct disturbance and to re-radiate it, and
no standard method can be adopted for suppressing. The
30
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way to deal with this form of interference is to regard it as being
directly radiated and proceed as in the previous paragraphs, or
trace the source and treat as described on page 34.
105.
Make absolutely certain that your radio itself is not
the cause of the interference. Some complaints we have had
to deal with have proved to be due to poor contacts or
faulty components inside the receiver. The best way to
assure yourself that the set is not at fault is to try another one
on your premises or to try your receiver elsewhere.
106.
If these suggestions do not prove of any assistance in
curing your trouble, it appears that you are picking up your
disturbance direct or by re-radiation from some other metallic
object, and you should fill in the question form obtainable from
your local Post Office (see paragraphs 43—45) or complete the
questionnaire which is enclosed with each unit and send it to
us, as we may be able to help you by other means.

107.

TELEVISION.

The report of Lord Selsdon’s Television Commission,
together with the latest information tells us that we may expect
B.B.C. television broadcasts in London in 1936, and that these
will have both sound and vision on ultra-short wavelengths of
about 6 metres with a high definition of 240 lines and 25 pictures
per second for one system and 405 lines and 50 frames per
second “ interlaced ” for the other system. The synchronising
signals will be incorporated in the transmission. The range will
be 25 miles in fairly flat country. Ten stations will be running
in two years and will cover half the population. The 30-line
transmission is discontinued.
This information is sufficient to tell us that there will
108.
be great trouble from interference. Fortunately atmospherics
are absent on such wavelengths, so that all the interference is
man-made and can therefore eventually be silenced by man.
Interference on television is seen as flashes, flickers,
109.
“ rain,” and patterns passing across the picture and with some
systems it causes loss of synchronisation.
The commonest cause of ultra-short wave interference is
110.
the ignition system of motor cars. It can be heard and seen
sometimes 100 yards away if no precautions are taken. One
imagines that ideal conditions will not be reached until either
all cars are fitted with ignition suppressors (see page 64) or the
transmission is taken down below the wavelength of motor-car
and aero-engine interference, i.e. down to about 3 metres. We
cannot yet make sufficiently powerful 3-metre transmitters.
110a. The severest ultra short wave interferer is certain
electromedical apparatus which calls for a screened room.
Electrical machinery interference is not so severe on
111.
ultra-short waves and can usually be cut out by mains filters
designed for the purpose.
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112.

Any mechanical type of television receiver needs a
standard suppressor on its motor. A converter feeding a set
from D.C. also needs thorough all-wave filtration.

113.
Television will call for special aerials ; di-poles with
transposed feeders or coaxial H.F. cables are one possibility,
but directional types offer greater anti-interference prospects. It is
desirable to put the aerial as far as possible away from sources
of interference and preferably high up in view of the quasioptical propagation of ultra-short waves and to get a high signal
to noise ratio. Transposed feeders will balance out interference
picked up on their route from the aerial to the receiver.
114.
Television technique is developing at such a pace
that our engineers will no doubt have developed improved
suppression schemes within a few months of publication of
this book, and any readers troubled with ultra-short wave
interference are invited to write to us for the latest information.

INTERFERENCE ON SHORT WAVES.
115.

The advent of all-wave superheterodyne receivers has
made it necessary to carry out considerable investigational work
on short wave interference and it is found generally that the
same technique applies as for broadcast wavelengths.

116.

It is found, however, that it is rarely advantageous to
fit suppressors anywhere except at the source of interference,
but in cases where the source cannot be approached great
reduction in noise can be effected by means of balanced down
leads and doublet aerials. Many of the disadvantages of the
latter have been overcome and from such forms of noise as
those due to passing motor cars, a great relief can be obtained
by the use of a doublet or double-doublet system.

117.

The interference from machines can be suppressed
by the judicious use of small condensers immediately across the
brushes and short-wave mains type chokes.
Special units
which mount on the brush-holders have been produced, but
due to the varying requirements and different methods of
fixture, it has not been possible to standardise a unit. All
suppressor leads and earthing leads must be exceptionally
short and all joints very clean and secure to avoid high
frequency resistance. It is sometimes an advantage to “ isolate ”
a machine from earth from the H.F. point of view, by inserting
a short-wave thick wire choke in the earthing lead. If any
work is required on this question Belling &. Lee, Ltd., will be
pleased to learn the requirements and quote for special units.
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POSSIBLE CAUSES OF POOR RESULTS
FROM SUPPRESSORS.
118.
Belling-Lee Disturbance Suppressors, are carefully de
signed so as to cope with the majority of cases, but are not
claimed to be an absolute “ cure all ” ; as a result, complaints
are sometimes made that suppressors are not doing their work
satisfactorily, and we have often found that the units have not
been given a fair trial : it is in order to help those people who
believe they can improve on their present results that a few im
portant points are mentioned, some of them merely as reminders.
119.
The leads from the mains to the suppressor should
be kept short as radiation takes place from them and the
effectiveness of the unit is impaired, particularly on medium
wave lengths.
120.
If all connections are correct and the instructions
have been followed closely, and yet satisfactory results are not
obtained, the first thing to do is to inspect the fuses, and to
make sure that the spring contacts on the underside of the
carrier are not distorted. If the carrier is pushed on crookedly
the springs are bent so that they do not make contact when it
is put back properly, and they need pinching together.
121.
A highly important point which is often overlooked
is the condition of the house wiring. Complete suppression
will be obtained only if all the house wiring is run in either
well-bonded and earthed conduit or lead-covered cable. The
effects of poorly screened wiring systems can often mask the
good effects of a suppressor, so the electric wiring should be
inspected and where possible improved. If an earth lead is not
used on the meter-board a good direct earth should be installed,
or a nearby main water pipe used, as long as this pipe is not used
for the radio. Sometimes it is possible to use the lead covering
of the incoming supply cable and this makes a highly satisfactory
connection, though in one or two rare cases it has been found
that there is no earth on the cable cover ; in this case it is
useless for suppression, and another connection should be
employed.
If you have any appliance which is creating disturbance
122.
on your premises the suppressor can be fitted across it, see
Section 3, page 34 but it is sometimes as effective and
more convenient to connect the suppressor across the mains
behind the set, and this should be tried if suppression at the
meter- board is not effective. A separate earth connection
should be used for the receiver.
Sometimes a mains filter will stop mains borne
123.
interference but increase the direct interference for a very near
set. Special short leads and careful shrouding or screening
are then called for.
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Section 3-CURES AT SOURCE
ARE YOU PRODUCING
ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE
124.
It is possible that you are using some machinery which
causes interference, or some household appliance which in
corporates a possible source of noise, and the following para
graphs are to help you to suppress these at source.
125.

It is in most cases more economical and more simple
to reduce the interference by doctoring the plant which is
giving rise to it, and generally a number of other people will
benefit by your efforts and may be willing to share the expense ;
each would otherwise have to install a filter on his incoming
mains or erect a “ Rejectostat ” aerial.

CHOKES.
126.

The main factor which governs the effectiveness of
a condenser suppressor on its own, is the impedance of the
circuit to which it is applied ; if the impedance of a source of
noise is high at broadcast frequencies, condensers will act as a
relatively low shunt and bye-pass, so good suppression results.
If on the other hand the source impedance is very low, the
condensers will not have as much effect. This cause of low
suppression can be obviated by fitting chokes as close as
possible to the source, so as to raise its impedance. These
chokes have to carry the whole of the current to or from the
source of noise.

127.
In the various diagrams which follow, chokes are
shown, but as they are only required in a small number of cases
— under 20 per cent.—the simple condenser unit should first
be tried ; even if chokes are found necessary, they are in
addition to the condensers and not in place of them.
128.
If chokes are desired for use in the tropics or in a
humid atmosphere generally, mention should be made of the
fact when ordering, as they would thus undergo a special
impregnation process which makes them ideal for use under
exacting conditions.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.
129.
Whenever an electrical circuit is made or broken, a
sudden change in current takes place and usually high frequency
currents are set up which cause interference ; the more frequent
the interruptions in the circuit, the more regular is the noise picked
up in a nearby receiver. Electric motors with commutators
represent probably the commonest source of disturbance
34
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because the main circuit is being made and broken every time
a segment of the commutator passes under one of the brushes.
Many A.C. motors do not employ commutators and
130.
do not thus interrupt the mains supply, with the result that no
disturbance is set up, but for most smaller appliances universal
motors are used, so as to be suitable for use on A.C. or D.C.
supplies.

STATIONARY D.C. MOTORS.
131.
As will be gathered from the technical particulars of
our condenser Suppressors Types 1118 and 1204, the maximum
working voltage is 600 D.C., and it will be found in most cases
of D.C. motors up to this pressure, that one suppressor is suffident to give satisfactory results if it is connected across the
brushes of the machine as in Fig. 23. It is important that the unit
be mounted very close to the commutator so that if possible the
leads to the unit from the brushes are under one foot in length.
As most large machines have several sets of brushes, it should be
remembered that the fuse terminals should be connected to any
adjacent sets of brushes. The earth terminal, which incidentally
cannot become continuously live on D.C., should be connected
to the frame of the motor by a short lead. With series wound
motors it is always an advantage if the field winding can be split
so that the armature comes between the two sections of the
field winding.
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If further suppression is required a double choke unit
132.
(see page 67) should be inserted in the mains leads some feet
away from the motor, e.g. on the mains side of starter.
If it is found that unearthing the frame of the motor
133.
decreases the noise, a high frequency mains choke should be
connected in the earth lead and this should be capable of
carrying one-half of the main circuit current.
Sparking at the brushes usually indicates disturbance,
134.
but absence of sparking does not indicate absence of disturbance.
Sometimes the best position for the brushes as regards sparking
does not agree with minimum disturbance, and in some cases
the brushes have to be shifted when condensers are fitted.
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SMALL MOTORS AND PORTABLE
APPLIANCES.
135.
These are usually of the universal type of motor and
are used for electric fans, hairdryers, vacuum cleaners, sewing
machines, refrigerators, etc.
136.
If the appliances are fed by a three-pin plug, suppression
can conveniently be carried out as described above, but the use
of a standard suppressor on unearthed machines is undesirable
because of the possibility of obtaining a shock between the
frame and earth, when
used on
alternating current mains. This is ex
plained by the fact that the two con
densers act as a potential divider
across the mains, and the centre point
is raised to one half of the mains
voltage, above earth potential. Thus
a current will flow from the earth
terminal down to earth if there is a
path, and with portable hand machines,
this path is through the operator’s
body. The suppressor No. 1118 or
1204 has 1 /xF condensers and these
Belling-Lee Interference
Suppressor, No. 1171,
permit a maximum of 75 milliamps to
For unearthed motors. Di
flow, and this is enough to give a very
mensions : 3
X 3" X 1
noticeable shock. If 0.01 condensers
See page 60
are used, only a hundredth of this
amount can flow between centre point and earth and this is
imperceptible by the average person.
Several suppressors have been designed with a view
137.
to keeping this earth current below perception, and as a rule it
is found that additional items are required to raise the per
formance of the filter as a suppressor.
Our suppressor No.
138.
TWO O-OIJXR
1171 is of this type and is re
750V.D.C. WORKING
commended for use with uni
2.250 V.D.C. TEST
versal motors which are un
earthed, and which are fixed
in position—i.e., fans, wash o—OOr
ing machines, cash registers.
The unit, as shown,
139.
/
is fitted with fuses, and the
case is of metal. It is fasten o—0<H
T
ed so that its case makes direct
;
or indirect connection with
ONE 0-5JJF
450
V.D.C.
WORKING
the frame of the motor. Short
1.500V.D.C. TEST
leads have to be used between
the fuse terminals and the
Diagram shows internal arrangement
brushesof the motor.
of Suppressor Type 1171 specially de
See page 60 for technical de signed for use on small unearthed
tails.
motors.
Fig. 25.
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FLEX LEAD SUPPRESSION.
Fig. 26.
Flex Lead Suppressor.
For Electric Fans, Vacuum
Cleaners, etc.
See Page 60.

No. 1174.

140.

With the majority of portable ap
pliances such as hair dryers, vacuum cleaners,
vibros, etc., the unit No. 1171 cannot conven
iently be used and for this reason our Fie:
Lead Suppressor has been introduced. Tech
nical particulars are to be found on page 60,
but an illustration of it is shown in Fig. 26. Its
small size and lightness are such that it is not
noticeable when fitted at approximately one foot
from the appliance.
TO APPLIANCE
If any of the ap- | FOOT OR LESS
pliances are fitted with a 3
pin plug an appliance plug
suppressor must be fitted at TO FRAME Of
APPLIANCE
the plug point. See Page 38.

I
141.
The Unit No. 1174
is moulded in brown bakelite
41" X1* X i*, and is fitted
with simple internal terminals
and cordgrips. It is a very
simple suppressor to fit but,
in the interests of complete
reliability and safety, it is
usually advisable to have it
fitted by the electricians from
whom the unit is obtained,
The charge for fixing should
not be much more than one
shilling.
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142.

The flex lead sup
pressor is used by manufac
turers and the Post Office
and is specified by them, and
it can be used with every con
fidence on any small machine
of which the frame is un
earthed.
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TO SUPPLY
Fig. 27.
Diagram showing
arrangement
of
condensers in an
efficient flex lead
suppressor.

PLUG POINT SUPPRESSION.

Fig. 28.
This Unit is invaluable
when it is desired to
suppress interference from
an appliance fed from a
3-pin plug.
No. 1212. See Page 61.
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Diagram showing a tho
roughly tested arrangement
of condensers and choke
for plug pointSupprcssion.
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In cases where an appliance, portable or semi-portable,
143.
is supplied with an earth, adequate suppression can be obtained
by fitting a suppressor at the point where its supply is picked
up. The necessity for a flex suppressor in such instances does
not exist, and if a suitable unit is fitted close to the plug point
this can be effective whatever appliance is plugged at that point.
It should be remembered that this is only effective when 3'pin
plugs and sockets are used, and this is an important advantage
of this type of wiring quite apart from the greater safety which
is ensured. See page 61 for further particulars.
A.C. MOTORS AND GENERATORS.
A.C. motors of both induction and synchronous
types, like A.C. generators, do not give rise to continuous
electrical interference since there is no regular breaking of
circuit as there is with commutators, and the only form of
disturbance normally obtained is in the case of single phase
induction motors which are often arranged with an internal
switch to assist in starting up. Some induction motors have
a commutator to give them high starting torque but this is cut
out as the speed rises ; the disturbance from these motors is
only produced while starting up, and with many machines this
is not frequent enough to justify suppression.
A.C. Series Commutator Motors have to be treated
145.
as D.C. motors, but A.C. repulsion motors, in which a commutator is used, with brushes which are short circuited, cannot
effectively be suppressed by condensers across the brushes ;
here the unit should be connected across the main supply leads
as close as possible to the motor.

144.
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D.C. GENERATORS.
146.
D.C. Generators are treated in much the same way as
D.C. motors. A suppressor, No. 1118, or 1204 should be con
nected across the brushes and the effects studied before further
apparatus is installed. There may still be considerable con
ducted disturbance both H.F. and L.F. in nature, and the
former is best reduced by fitting a choke and condenser unit in
the output leads close to the control panel. The L.F. disturb
ance, generally roughness or hum, is in most cases more
economically suppressed by means of Hum Suppressors
installed wherever a receiver is operated from the generator ;
this matter is dealt with under the heading of L.F. conducted
disturbance, paragraphs 79—83.

LIGHTING PLANTS.
147.
A large number of private lighting plants are still
being installed in spite of the increase in the area covered by
the grid supply scheme, and in such cases if a sensitive receiver
!s to be used, various precautions have to be taken against
excessive interference.
148.
Interference is set up by any household appliances ,
such as cleaners, floor polishers, refrigerators, fans, stokers,
apart from the generator itself and suppressors have to be
fitted. Reference should be made to pages 36—37, dealing with
small motors for means of suppressing the various appliances,
but the generator has to be treated more carefully.
149.
A condenser suppressor has to be connected across
the brushes of the machine with very short leads, and a double
choke and condenser unit (No. 1236 for sets up to li kW.,
No. 1237 for 3 k\V. and No. 1196 for use up to 6 k\V., assuming
100 V. plant) has to be fitted in the outgoing leads from the
control panel—that is to say, at the latest point before distri
bution takes place.
The same scheme applies whether the plant is auto
150.
matic or manually operated, whether there are batteries or not,
and as a rule no further suppression devices are required.
If the lighting plant is situated close to the receiver or
151.
the aerial, some interference may still be noticeable on short
waves ; this is more usually due to the ignition circuit of the
engine, and suppression has to be applied as with car engines,
see page 45. If traces of short-wave interference from the
commutator, short wave chokes fitted on the house side of the
double choke and condenser unit will give a final reduction.
These have to be made specially, but Belling &. Lee Ltd. will be
pleased to go into the matter on receipt of particulars.
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152.
Another point which can be troublesome in house
lighting installations is the rotary convertor supplying the
receiver Receivers are not designed for use on 50 or 110 volts,
which are the usual house lighting voltages, but standard A.C.
sets are installed in conjunction with a rotary convertor operating
from D.C. to A.C. This convertor can be the cause of much
trouble if it is not adequately suppressed, and care should be
exercised in the purchase of such units that they are definitely
interference free.
If they are not, suppressors are required
and reference should be made to the following paragraph.
For short waves small condensers and sometimes small chokes
have to be employed for reducing noise at particular frequencies,
but it is difficult to lay down definite suppression schemes for
short wave interference without having an opportunity of
testing the machine.

:

ROTARY CONVERTORS.
The suppression of Rotary Convertors is similar to
153.
that of D.C. motors with the addition of suppressors on the
A.C. side as shown in Fig. 29. A condenser suppressor should
first be connected across any adjacent brushes on the D.C. side
with short leads as previously pointed out, and the earth
terminal connected to frame. This may give satisfactory
suppression on its own, but if disturbance is leaving the source
by the A.C. leads, condensers will be required across that
circuit. A three-phase machine is shown but the connections
for single or six-phase are similar in principle. If the frame
is not already earthed, it should be connected to some lowresistance earth, such as a main water pipe or the lead covering
of the incoming main cable, unless some regulations exist
prohibiting such a course.
CHOKES IF NECESSARV
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Fig. 29.
Only in few cases are chokes required in addition to
condensers, and they should not be tried until condensers have
proved inadequate.
The above connections apply for rotaries working
155.
from A.C. to D.C. or vice versa, but when converting from
D.C. suppressors on the A.C. side are seldom required, unless
feeding the radio receiver itself.

154.
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156.
Rotary transformers for converting D.C. at one
voltage to D.C. at another are treated as if they consisted of
two D.C. motors or generators.
157.
In any of the above arrangements for suppression
much more satisfactory results are obtained if all the wiring
is in well bonded and earthed conduit or lead-covered cable.

BATTERY CHARGERS.
158.
Battery charging plants can be divided roughly into
four classes as follows :—
(a) Rotary Types—either rotary convertors, motorgenerator sets, or synchronously driven commu
tators.
(b) Metal oxide rectifiers.
(c) Valve rectifiers.
(d) Vibrating and other rarer types.
Full details of the suppression of all these types
cannot be entered into, but general procedure will be outlined
and one or two examples taken.
159.
Where interference exists it usually varies as to in
tensity and wave length with the load on the charger.
160.
(a) Rotary Convertors used for battery charging are
treated exactly as described in paragraph 153 but in addition,
attention may have to be paid to points peculiar to charging
circuits, as mentioned later. Motor generator sets are to be
treated as separate machines, see details in paragraphs 144—146.
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Diagram shows typical arrangement for t,
ference from a Crypto Battery v *

the suppression of interCharger.

161. The commutator type, of which the “ Crypto ” Charger
is typical, cannot be treated in the usual way and this will be
dealt with in some detail, as the points which have to be con
sidered will enable a clearer understanding of all machine
suppression to be obtained.
162.
The “ Crypto ” Charger consists of a synchronous
induction motor operating directly off the A.C. mains, single
or three-phase, driving a commutator on which are four brushes :
two opposite ones of these are fed with A.C. from a transformer
at the output voltage and two other brushes collect the D.C.
from die commutator, and pass it on to the switch board and
battery charging board.
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t63.
Interference is generated and can be conducted away
in several different ways, depending on local conditions :
interference can pass back along both supply leads using the
earth as a return circuit ; it can pass out along one mains lead
and return via the other ; it can also take similar paths on the
D.C. side. If connecting and disconnecting an earth on the
frame of the machine does not affect the amount of noise heard
in a receiver working say 20 feet away, it may be assumed that
the interference is not of the unsymmetrical type—i.e. it is not
that which returns via the earth. The proportion of noise
passing into the D.C. wiring can be estimated by listening to
the noise when the D.C. brushes are disconnected, the reduction
of noise on no load will be a measure of the D.C. symmetrical
noise.
164.
As a rule it is found that there is a large amount of
symmetrical interference passing back along the A.C. supply
and it is necessary to fit a double choke and condenser suppressor
No. 1235 in the mains leads to the charger ; in addition a com
denser unit has to be connected with short leads between the
D.C. brushes and frame of motor, to reduce the noise on the
D.C. side. In some cases, noise is very pronounced on the
D.C. side and double choke filters have to be connected in the
leads near the charging reversing switch. If it is found that
earthing the frame of the rectifier motor increases noise, the
trouble is unsymmetrical as explained, and the best way of
reducing that is to connect a high frequency choke between
the frame and earth. In this way an earth can be used without
introducing the noise ; it should be pointed out that the choke
should be capable of carrying continuously half the current
taken from the supply.
As is the case with most suppression work, it is
165.
advisable to carry out all wiring in bonded tubing or leadcovered cable so as to reduce radiation.
Other factors sometimes have to be contended with
in suppressing rotary rectifiers but generally the apparatus
mentioned, and shown in Fig. 30, is adequate.
(1b) Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers. No interference
166.
has been traced so long as connections and contacts are
kept in reasonable state.
(c) Valve Rectifiers as used for battery charging often
167.
set up interference, this being more noticeable in many cases
when the valves are becoming soft—i.e. after much use. Inter
ference is set up by the irregular nature of the discharge in the
valve if of the mercury vapour type, and the type of interference
often varies with the load on the charger.
The simplest and best method of carrying out sup
168.
pression on full-wave chargers up to 100 volts D.C. is to mount
a suppressor No. 1118 close to the valve and connect it with
short leads, as follows : one fuse terminal is taken to one
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valve anode ; the earth terminal connected to the other anode
and the second fuse terminal to one side or other of the filament,
the better position to be found by test. With higher voltage
rectifiers such as for H.T. charging, condensers no larger than
0.25 \iF should be used. In only few cases is this arrange
ment unsuccessful, and here a choke and condenser filter is
required.
169.
With three-phase rectifiers similar arrangements hold
in each case—in the former, two suppressors have to be used
and in the latter a triple choke unit is necessary.
170.
Where high temperatures are encountered use tropical
suppressor No. 1141.
*171.
Rectifiers in section (d) are too few and far between
to deserve much space here ; as a rule a double choke and
condenser filter on the A.C. side and a suppressor No. 1118
or 1204 on the D.C. terminals are to be recommended.
Belling &. Lee, Ltd., will be glad to consider the
suppression of special devices and welcome the fullest details
of any troublesome plant which it is desired to suppress.

REFRIGERATORS.
Electrically driven refrigerators often cause disturbance,
172.
particularly when operating on D.C. or when employing A.C.
commutator motors, in which cases the interference has two
separate components—due to commutator and to switch con
tacts. The former usually is the main cause of complaint, and
is satisfactorily suppressed with unit No. 1118 if an earth lead
is taken to the machine, and No. 1171 if there is no earth. As
long as the suppressor is fitted with short leads to the actual
brushes it will usually be found that short wave interference
will be considerably reduced in addition to that on medium
and long wave lengths.
The disturbance due to contacts, i.e.
173.
on thermostatic switch and on door operated
t
light switch, is greatly reduced by fitting a
\
suppressor across the mains supply leads at
a point immediately after where they enter
the cabinet. In many cases one standard
unit, No. 1118, alone fitted at this point
has been entirely satisfactory in suppressing
both forms of disturbance, and this should
be tried before more elaborate tests are made.

1
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SEWING MACHINES.
174.
These appliances consist of series wound universal
commutator motors which come into the class dealt with on
page 60, using a speed control operated by the foot and con
sisting of a tapped resistance. Commutator noise is very
pronounced, particularly when the motor has run up to maxi
mum speed, and this can be effectively cured by the use of our
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unit No. 1171 or our flex suppressor No. 1174 fitted as close as
possible to the motor. Starting clicks are very troublesome
and various methods exist for their suppression ; a 0.1 p F
condenser connected across the first stud of the switch and the
wiper is effective if it is convenient to apply it ; similar results
can be obtained by connecting two 2000 /x H chokes or a
second No. 1174 unit in the control leads as close to the
switch as possible. A method has been devised whereby
commutator and controller noises can be eliminated by one
unit ; the suppressor is fitted close to the motor, and consists
of three condensers—a 0.1 /xF. across the supply to the motor,
a 0.05 /x F. across the controller leads at the motor end, and a
0.01 /x F. between the frame of the motor and one side of the
mains ; in addition a wire is used connecting the frame of the
motor to the frame of the controller. Highly satisfactory
results have been obtained and the scheme can easily be adapted
to other motors with speed controls. With dentists’ drills the
third condenser must be between the frame and the neutral
main.

1

SWITCH CONTACTS, FLASHING SIGNS,
INCUBATORS, THERMOSTATIC SWITCHES,
ETC.
Various means have to be employed for reducing the
175.
disturbances set up by makes and breaks in a circuit due to such
interrupting apparatus as that above, but the general rule is
that for the best suppression, chokes and condensers must be
fitted close to the contact, with as much as possible of the
wiring and apparatus well screened.
METAL CASE ' r

FLASHER OR
THERMOSTAT
CONTACTS

DOUBLE
CHOKE &
CONDENSER
UNIT

HEATER OR LAMP

MAINS
CONDUIT OR COVERED CABLE

Fig. 31.

0

176.
In fitting condensers across the contacts of a switch
it must be remembered that any such condensers are in series
with the load and therefore must be very small. To conform
with recommendations, no larger capacity than 0.01 /x.F.
should be connected across any such contacts, as the load
would otherwise not be rendered dead when the switch is
opened.
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177.
For single make and break
circuits carrying up to h amp., our
flashing sign suppressor, No. 1172
(Fig. 32), is particularly suitable ;
it should be fitted as close as
possible to the contacts, and
should be wired up with conduited
or lead-covered wire.
178.
For larger single circuit
use with small flashing signs.
interruptors and thermostat con ForSuppressor
List No. 1172.
trol circuits, special double choke
See Page 61.
and condenser units should be
Fig. 32.
used, connected as shown in Fig. 31.
In this way up to 30 amps, is catered for.

o—
FLASHER

2000//H
2000/^H

o—nmvw'

1-p

o

™MAINS
|X05Q

Circuit arrangement of
a suitable suppressor
for use with small
flashing signs.

For multi-contact flashers up to 10 contacts at 2 amps,
179.
each, fit lift suppressor type 1182 (see page 62) with type
1118 or 1204 across driving motor. As a general rule with
interference from contacts, every effort should be made to
fit the chokes as close as possible to the make and break.
In all these arrangements it is of great importance to
180.
carry out all the wiring in well bonded lead-covered or con
duited cable.

SWITCHES.
181.

Fitting a suppressor to the mains entry will not
minimise clicks from one’s own switches, though it reduces
such noises from outside. For the former trouble, a set lead
suppressor No. 1211 (see page 21) connected behind the
receiver will be most effective. In cases where one switch is
affecting several receivers, a single H.F. choke mounted imme
diately beside the switch will usually cure the trouble.

BELLS.
182.

The disturbance set up by an electric bell can be
suppressed by the use of unit No. 1172 (see paragraph 177),
fitted close to the terminals of the bell, but in some cases less
suppression is required and a contact suppressor, No. 1144
(see page 64), is sufficient if connected across the terminals of
the bell.

MOTOR CAR INTERFERENCE.

183.

Internal combustion engines as used in cars, electric
lighting plants, and motor driven ships or boats, often give rise
to considerable direct radiated interference, and if radio is
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required close to the engine, as in the case of a car, means must
be employed for reducing the amount of radiation and also
preventing conducted and re-radiated disturbance.
184.
The main sources of disturbance on a car are the battery
charging generator, and the ignition circuit. The former
causes interference because of its commutator, and the latter
because there are regular surges in both the high tension and the
low tension circuits. Some cases have been found where
interference is set up by friction in the clutch and brake drums,
but these are not common.
The generator is suppressed by
185.
fitting a 0.5 /xF condenser capable of resisting
the engine temperature, e.g.. contact suppressor (Fig. 33), close to it on the engine
frame, with the pigtail connected to the
unearthed brush of the generator.
If ignition is effected by coil, the
186.
circuit has to be suppressed in three stages.
Contact Suppressor A sparking plug resistor of 10,000 to 15,000
o. 1144. See Page 64 Qhms capable of withstanding plug temperatures, e.g., suppressor No. 1143 (Fig. 34).
is connected in the H.T. lead very close to
each plug ; a distributor suppressor, (re
Fig. 34.
sistance 10,000 to 15,000 ohms) No. 1147
Sparking Plug
(Fig. 35), is connected in the H.T. lead as
Suppressor,
No. 1143. See Page 64. it enters the distributor; a contact condenser suppressor (No. 1144) completes
<=f-TJ'ethe equipment, when fitted so that its case
is connected to engine frame and its pigtail
Fig. 35.
goes to the side of the coil not connected to
Distributor
contact breaker.
.. ,?l^pp!-,ess°^,
187.
With magneto ignition the distrio. 74. ee Page 64. ^utor suppressor is not fitted as the
disturbance is not so pronounced, and the added resistance tends
only to impair engine performance unless the magneto is except
ionally good. In this case the contact suppressor is fitted so that
its case is at frame potential, and its pigtail connected on to the
lead as it leaves the magneto on its way to the ignition switch.
188.
The characteristics of the suppressors are such that the
degree of suppression is high without affecting engine perform
ance ; in order to ensure this the plug and distributor units have
a resistance of 15,000 ohms, and the contact suppressor 0.5
microfarad capacity.
189.
The above particulars apply in general to suppression at
short wavelengths. The interference from petrol engines is
more pronounced at high radio frequencies and tends to radiate
hundreds of feet, but the suppressors mentioned above are still
effective, and can be relied upon to give almost uniform
suppression.
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190.
Any electrical contrivance such as a horn, petrol lift,
self-starter, etc., can be suppressed by fitting a contact suppressor
as on the generator.
191.
If a car radio receiver is required to pick up very weak
signals or short wave signals, as for instance in a police car
receiver or when picking up remote foreign stations, the
following greater precautions may become necessary :—
(i) The sparking plug leads may need a suppressor or
resistance at each end.
(ii) The windscreen wiper may need a 25 /x F electrolytic
condenser (25 volt type) across it and a windscreen
wiper choke in series, see page 64 ; if these cannot
be fitted next to the wiper, the leads from wiper
to suppressors must be screened and the screening
earthed.
(iii) The best possible aerial arrangement must be found
as follows :—
Operate the receiver in the normal way, tuned to a
192.
station of approximately 250 metres wavelength, using any
existing wire as an aerial, and noting the amount of interference
present. Remove the aerial and note the corresponding
reduction in noise and signal ; there should be no noise or
signal if the receiver is in satisfactory condition- and the earth
connection is sound ; the presence of noise indicates either a
faulty connection in die earth circuit or in the battery leads to
the receiver, or that the receiver is inadequately screened ;
the former can be remedied by test, but the latter is often
inherent in the receiver.
If there is silence, a length of about 10 feet of low
193.
capacity screened cable should be connected to the aerial
terminal and the shielding earthed. Silence should still exist.
Then attach a length of approximately 10 feet of insulated aerial
wire on the open end of the cable, and move it to various
positions, i.e., the roof of the car, or under the running boards.
It is often necessary to use more exposed aerial than 10 feet,
but the length should be kept at a minimum consistent with
satisfactory reception.

OIL BURNING PLANT.
Oil burners with electrical gear can cause two kinds
194.
of interference: (i) due to the air blowing electric motor, and
(ii) due to the electric spark ignition, (i) is suppressed as
described under Electric Motors, page 34. (ii) is more like
motor-car interference and the cure involves special resistors or
chokes close to the electrodes ; the precise cure depends on
the make and size of plant and full details should be sent to
Belling-Lee for advice.
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MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS.
195.
Interference from mercury arc rectifiers has two com
ponents, H.F. and L.F.
196.
The L.F. component is a ripple on the D.C. output
and is very expensive to suppress at the source. It is trouble
some on 3 and 6-phase rectifiers, but not so serious on 12-phase
plants, and is worse with grid control types. It cannot be
radiated and therefore enters a set only by its mains lead,
hence it is best suppressed at this point by the listener, see
paragraph 79.
197.
The H.F. component can be suppressed quite easily
and inexpensively at the source. It is propagated and radiated
from both the A.C. and D.C. sides of the rectifier.
198.
The usual cure is 1 /x F condenser from every electrode
to earth ; a 1118 unit is convenient for dealing with every two
electrodes providing the R.M.S. volts do not exceed 250 to
earth. If 500 volts to earth the 1118 unit must be used with
its condensers in series to earth, i.e. an electrode to one “ main ”
terminal, earth the other “ main ” terminal, and no connection
to the E terminal.
199.
If condensers do not suffice, 250 or 500 /xH. H.F.
chokes must be inserted in each electrode lead ; these are
expensive for heavy current rectifiers, see pages 65—68.

TRAFFIC LIGHTS.
200.
The cure for traffic signals is a pair of 2-amp. 2,000 /x H
chokes and a No. 1118 condenser suppressor mounted inside
the metal case housing the control gear at the point where the
mains enter the box and with the E terminal connected to
the case. It is found by trial whether the condensers are best
on the mains or appliance side of the chokes. Traffic signals
manufactured to British Standard Specification No. 505
are already suppressed in this way.

NOISY WIRING.
201.
If the lead cover or metal conduit of the house wiring
is making a rubbing contact with any other conductor such as a
water or gas pipe or a girder or another cable or conduit, there
will be violent radio crackling noises when people walk about
the house, or “ motor-cycle ” noises in the loud speaker when
a certain water tap is turned on. The cure is to separate or
bond the rubbing conductors, but if the seat of the disturbance
cannot be found, a Rejectostat aerial type 1227 together with a
set lead filter No. 1211, should cure the noise.

NEON SIGNS
The interference arising from neon signs is due to the
202.
current surges set up when the gas discharge commences and
ends, and the intensity of these H.F. currents depends largely
upon the electrical characteristics of the oscillatory circuit. All
48
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the high tension circuit is capable of radiating, and it is here
that suppression is best carried out. The use of condensers is
out of the question in view of the high voltages encountered,
and low frequency chokes have been found to be very effective
providing certain precautions are taken. It will be seen that
the use of such chokes tends to make the power factor in the
circuit even lower than when no suppression is effected, but
this is generally corrected on the transformer primary, and the
correcting condensers can be arranged to reduce mains borne
disturbance at the same time.
It is usually found that red or orange neon displays
203.
give rise to far more disturbance than other types, and that the
11mm. tubing is more troublesome than any other larger
diameter.
The Belling-Lee Neon Suppressor No. 1142 is designed
204.
for use on circuits up to 15,000 volts (7,500 volts to earth),
and has an inductance of 50 henries at approximately 50 milliamps. ; these values make it particularly effective in reducing
the radiation of interference, and if properly fitted will in itself
suppress sufficiently for all normal requirements. If a very
high degree of suppression is desired or if the neon sign is not
already fitted with condensers, it may be necessary to fit a
condenser suppressor across the main supply to the trans
former. If a rotary convertor is used for obtaining A.C., this
may need suppression, and should be treated as mentioned in
paragraph 153—155.
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The important points to be borne in mind in fitting
Neon Sign Choke No. 1142 are as follows
205.
The choke should be connected as close to the electrical
centre of the sign as possible and joined up with very short
leads. If there is only one length of tube the choke must be
at one end. Earth the case.
206.
The wiring of the H.T. circuit should be carried out in
screened cable, and the screening should be earthed. In
connecting up a choke, the lead cover of the wire should be
stripped back 4 in. and the rubber 1 in., leaving 3 in. rubber.
The ends of the lead and rubber covering should be treated
with Chatterton’s Compound. The lead covering should enter
just inside the choke box.
207.
The connections on to the tubes should be inspected
and arranged so that no sparking or discharge takes place there,
either between cable and wire end or to earth. Any such
discharge makes suppression more difficult.
208.
The transformer itself may need attention ; its insula
tion may be low and it may be necessary to overhaul it, in this
case the manufacturers should be called in to advise. Make
sure that all tubes and insulators are clean.
In some installations interference is only caused
209.
because the tubing and H.T. circuit are over run ; in these
cases, where possible, the voltage operating the sign should
be adjusted to the lowest possible value consistent with good
illumination. This can usually be done by altering the tapping
on the transformer, or if necessary, inserting a resistance in
the primary circuit.
One choke is required per circuit, so if the installation
210.
includes, say, four transformers, each section is treated as a
separate sign and four chokes have to be fitted, each approxi
mately half way between the feeds from its respective
transformer.
If sufficient suppression is not obtained with chokes
211.
alone, a condenser unit No. 1118 should be connected across
the low tension side of the transformers ; in this case, the one
condenser unit will probably serve for all circuits as they are
connected in parallel.
Indoor and other small neon signs which employ
212.
vibrators, sometimes cause disturbance, but most of this is
mains borne ; it arises chiefly from the interruptor on the low
tension side and can be suppressed by fitting a condenser unit
type 1118 across the mains at this point ; if radiation from the
tube is found to be present it can often be reduced by bringing
an earthed conductor in contact with the tube and in moving
it until silence is attained, and fixing it there.
Further information can be supplied on request.
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LIFTS.
,

213.
The interference caused by lift installations is picked up by the mains or any other
conductors passing close to the control panel
and the motor. Considerable disturbance is
conducted by the electric mains and re-radiated,
/
but in many cases more trouble is caused by
H.F. currents proceeding along the flexible
control cable and radiating from there.
214.
If the lift is over 20 yards away, fit
type No. 1118 or 1204 to listeners main switch ;
if nearer, the lift must be suppressed as follows :
The mains conducted and re-radiated
215.
components of the disturbance are treated by
fitting a choke filter such as our No. 1237 in the
supply leads where they enter the lift room.
The interference which is radiated from the
control circuit wiring is suppressed by con
necting a lift suppressor No. 1182 in the
control cable at the point where it is fixed to
the lift shaft, i.e., at the half-way position. If the motor is of
the commutator type, a suppressor type No. 1204 should be
connected close to the brushes. The internal feature of this
line suppressor render it particularly suitable for this work.
In some cases where the control circuit is taken from
216.
the sa me feed as the power, a filter is necessary in the former
circuit to reduce the effect of surges when passed from the
power wiring to the control wiring.
In other cases it is found that slightly greater suppres
217.
sion is obtained by fitting the lift suppressor No. 1182 in the
control circuit close to the panel in the motor room.
As lift equipments differ so much, a more accurate
218.
general method of dealing with this form of interference cannot
be given, but if information is required, full details of the gear
should be given when enquiring.
The standard half-way suppressor box has ten positions
219.
and if there are more circuits in the control cable, two or more
boxes should be used ; each position in the filter consists of
a 2,000 fiH choke which is designed to operate intermittently
on 3-amps, and continuously on 2-amps.
No work should be carried out on the equipment
220.
without the knowledge of those responsible for maintenance.
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Belling-Lee Lift Half-way Suppres
sor, to be fitted next to or in place
of usual half-way terminal box.
No. 1182.
See Page 62.
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DUST PRECIPITATORS.
221.
Electric dust precipitators such as the Lodge-Cotterill
plants used by power stations and large industrial plants, give
rise to interference which can sometimes be heard by radio
sets many miles away. The interference is generally carried
and radiated by overhead power lines which usually run to
or from such plants. The cure is resisters and/or chokes
close to the electrodes of the plant ; condensers are out of the
question owing to the high voltages employed. These sup'
pressors are usually fitted when required by the makers of the
precipitators. When not too near the overhead lines, consider
able relief is obtained by a 1118 or 1204 unit at the listener’s
incoming mains, paragraph 53.

INDUSTRIAL X-RAY.
222.
High power X-ray apparatus as used for examining
castings, etc., causes much the same interference as a dust
precipitator and each case constitutes a special investigation.

ELECTRO-MEDICAL APPARATUS.
Interference from X-ray, violet-ray, and diathermy
223.
apparatus is very severe and can travel considerable distances
by direct radiation and conduction and mains radiation. The
cure is complete screening of the apparatus and patient and a
choke and condenser filters on all mains or telephone leads
entering the screened compartment. Belling-Lee will advise
on screened rooms and screened cubicles on request.
224.
Diathermy apparatus can give similar effects to a
high frequency electric furnace, see paragraph 226.
Diathermy treatment uses up to 4 amps high frequency
225.
current, passing through the patient ; such an aerial current
from a broadcating station would have a range of several
thousand miles, so that though the human body is not a well
designed wireless transmitting aerial, the radiation from this
apparatus is nevertheless very intense. The direct radiation
extends up to 200 feet and the mains borne radiation can extend
for several miles. Screening and mains filters are both essential
if the apparatus is at all likely to be used during broadcast
transmitting hours. The installation should be carried out by
the makers of the suppression devices and each case calls for a
special quotation.

HIGH FREQUENCY FURNACES.
ELECTRIC COOKERS, FIRES, IRONS,

ETC.

H.F. induction furnaces emit radio waves which may
226.
be un-modulated or only slightly modulated, i.e. they may cause
no noises in adjacent receivers, but may nevertheless overload
them or play pranks with the automatic volume control and
shut down the sensitivity of the set. Such cases are rare and
need individual treatment.
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227.
When in perfect condition, electric fires or irons will
not create interference, but a slightly faulty contact on a plug,
switch, lamp-holder, iron or kettle connector, heating element
terminal, or fuse-holder, will cause appalling radio noises.
The cure is to trace and remedy the faulty contact. If inter
ference is set up by the thermostatic switch on an electric
oven, suppressors 1118 or 1204 should be connected across the
mains at the control unit.
228.
It is sometimes found that the switching on of an
electric cooker or other earthed appliance will change the
loudness of the radio programme being received, and will
necessitate constant readjustment of the volume control and
sometimes also the tuning control. This is because the aerial
is picking up most of its signal from the electric wiring of the
house and the switching on and off of appliances is varying the
pick-up and H.F. losses of the house wiring and also the
“ coupling ” between the wiring and the aerial and earth of the
set. The cure is either to erect a good outdoor aerial, or insert
a high frequency choke in the earth lead to the cooker or other
offending appliance. A standard Belling-Lee choke in metal
case is suitable and must be chosen to carry about one half the
maximum consumption of the appliance.

SHIPS INSTALLATIONS.
The electrical installation on a ship usually has neither
229.
main earthed and interfeience from the generators is more
difficult to suppress than in ordinary cases. Chokes carrying up
to 300 amps, are sometimes needed together with condensers
and a Rejectostat aerial.

MANUFACTURERS INTERNAL SUPPRESSORS.
Manufacturers of certain appliances, e.g., vacuum
230
cleaners, hair dryers, refrigerators, etc., are already considering
fitting suppressors inside their machines and two or three
makers have already done so. Belling-Lee offer a comprehensive
service to such manufacturers whereby they test the machines,
design the most economical and efficient skeleton type sup
pressors for internal fitting, supply the necessary goods and
routine works test equipment to enable the manufacturer to
test every appliance for interference before it leaves his factory.

METAL RECTIFIERS AS SUPPRESSORS.
230A. Certain noisy D.C. operated sparking contacts can
be cured by fitting a suitable Westinghouse Metal Rectifier
across the coil or gap so that the back E.M.F. from the inductive
circuit is shorted through the rectifier instead of causing a
spark. This is useful on D.C. lift brakes, D.C. circuit breakers,
etc., where there is no danger of the polarity being reversed.
Sometimes condensers and chokes and/or resistances can be
used to advantage in conjunction with a metal rectifier.
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Section 4—
SUPPRESSOR SPECIFICATIONS
or DESIGNING SUPPRESSORS
TEST VOLTAGES
231.

The I.E.E. and electric supply authorities require any
electric appliance to be tested at 1,500 volts A.C. from poles
to frame or earth before it can be connected to the mains. More
precisely the test is 1,000 plus twice the working voltage,
R.M.S., 50 cycles for one minute. It is therefore obviously
necessary for suppressors and their condensers to be given an
equivalent test. In practice it is harmful to the life of a
condenser to test it at high A.C. voltages and we therefore
substitute 2,250 volts D.C., which is at least as stringent without
being harmful. These tests are in conformity with British
Standard Specification No. 613.
232.
The ordinary condensers used in a radio set are tested
at voltages varying from 500 to 1,000 D.C., but it is not serious
if one condenser in a thousand fails inside a radio set ; it just
stops working and does no harm. It is serious and dangerous
however, if one condenser in one hundred thousand failed on the
electric mains and caused the frame of an appliance to become
“ live.” “ Belling-Lee ” suppressor condensers therefore in
corporate three separate layers of thick dielectric and are
necessarily three times the size, weight, and cost of an ordinary
radio condenser.
There are low priced suppressors on the market
233.
using ordinary radio condensers and marked “ 250 v. working ” ;
this implies only 500 or 750 V.D.C. test which does not give the
required margin of safety. A 2/xF condenser of this type is
smaller and cheaper than a 1/xF of the required type !

WHEN TO USE FUSES.
234.

A suppressor must have fuses somewhere in its circuit
in order to safeguard against overloading of its chokes (if any)
and as protection in the unlikely event of a condenser break
down. We therefore include fuses in all suppressors which
might be connected in main circuits or heavy current circuits,
but we do not include them in suppressors designed solely for
use on sub-circuits which are already adequately fused. The
fuses are made replaceable, since low current fuses occasionally
fail on false alarm, and incidentally the removal of the fuse
bridge acts as a useful switch for testing the efficacy of the
suppressor. It is also necessary to be able to disconnect a
condenser suppressor whilst testing an installation or appliance
with a “ Megger.”
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235.
The letters “ X ” and “ Y ” and “ XX ” on suppressors
are standard prefixes to denote that the condensers comply
with the following tests (B.S.S. 613):—
Type of
Condenser.

i

Voltage Tests.
------------------------- Working
Between
Between Terminals Voltage.
Terminals.
! and Metal Case.

X

1,500 D.C.

1,500 A.C.

Y

2,250 D.C.
or
1,500 A.C.

1,500 A.C.

250 A.C.
750 D.C.

3.000 D.C.
or
2.000 A.C.

2,000 A.C.

500 A.C.
900 D.C.

XX

250 A.C.
450 D.C.

The value of the condenser in microfarads is given
after the prefix, and is accurate to 4- 10%.
236.
The voltage tests are applied for one minute, the D.C*
figure being used for routine tests.
237.
In all cases the minimum insulation resistance
(measured with 500 volts D.C. for one minute) from terminals
to case is ICO megohms and between terminals as follows :—
150 megohms.
2 /iF
300
1
n
>>
600
0.5 „
>>
0.1 „ and smaller 1,000
u
The standard (non-tropical) condensers will with238.
stand 120° F. or 50° C. .
Type X, Y or XX condensers are for use across the
239.
mains where the voltages do not exceed those in the last column
of the table.
Only types Y and XX can be used from either main to
240.
earth.
A condenser from a main to an unearthed frame must
241.
not exceed 0.01/xF in capacity.
Any portable earthed appliance using 3-pin plugs and
242.
sockets should have the condensers limited to 0.1 /xF, to avoid
an uncomfortable static shock being received from the pins
after withdrawing the plug contact.
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243.

All condensers when connected on A.C. mains pass
a current which varies with the capacity of the condenser ;
ior instance, a 1 /xF condenser across the mains or between the
live main and earth, passes a current of approximately 75 milliamps ; 0.1 /xF would allow 7.5 milliamps to pass under the
same conditions. In other words, the A.C. resistance or
“ reactance ” of a condenser increases as the capacity is reduced.

244.

It should be pointed out that the 75 milliamps referred
to above, does not constitute a steady load and it will not be
registered by the supply meter. The power factor of the
condensers we use for suppression is .003, and this may be
taken to mean that only .3 per cent, of the 75 milliamps is
actually registering. This corresponds to about J unit per
annum with a reasonable earth connection. With a poor
earth of say 40 ohms resistance, this power is increased to about
5 units per annum.

245.

This reactance is also dependent upon another factor—
the frequency of the A.C. supplied to it. The higher the
frequency the lower the reactance, and it is clear from the facts,
that at 50 cycles it is 3,180 ohms while at one million cycles (a
normal broadcast frequency) it is 0.16 ohms.

246.

It is this low value of A.C. resistance which enables the
suppressors to be efficient filters, as high frequency interference
when flowing along a wire will always take the lowest imped
ance path back to its source ; the object of fitting a suppressor
is to assist in localising these currents.

RATING OF H.F. MAINS CHOKES.
247.
Chokes must be capable of carrying their rated current
without increase in temperature exceeding 40° C. The following
table will serve as a guide as to the size of choke required :—
Rating
of Choke.
Amps.
1
2
3
5
15
25
30
60
100

Permissible Power in Watts on various Supply Voltages,
(at unity power factor)
230 to 250 Volts.
200 to 220 Volts.
110 Volts.
120 watts
105 watts
55 watts
240
210
110
480
420
220
720
630
330
1,200
1,050
550
3,600
3,150
1,650
6,000
5,250
2,750
7,200
6,300
3,300
14,400
12,600
6,600
24,000
21,000
11,000
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Section 5—
:
j

The Factory where Belling-Lee Interference Suppressors are Designed, Manu
factured and tested. Extensive laboratories having been equipped for this purpose.

THE FOLLOWING PAGES CONSTITUTE
A CATALOGUE OF BELLING-LEE DEVICES
FOR INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION.

ALL ARE DESIGNED AND TESTED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH B.S.S. 613 AND THE
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE INSTITUTION
OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
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STANDARD UNIT No. 1118.
Application.
General, at meter board at listeners
end, across brushes of commutator motor where
frame is earthed, between Anode and Cathode
of mercury arc rectifiers, etc. See pages 13
to 18, and Section 3.
Patent 390813
Reg. Design 767316

Description.
Y 1.0 x Y 1.0 /*F
:
condensers centre tapped to earth
;
terminal. Fitted with 2-amp.
cartridge fuses in removable
safety carrier, the whole in Brown Bakelite case.
Dimensions ...
... 3V X 3:}" X 2\ inches overall
Nett weight ...
... 11 ozs.
List No 1118.
Price 10/6
A unit with similar electrical characteristics, but in
metal case, which can be sealed.
List No. 1228.
Price £1 3 0
Tropical condenser suppressor as No. 1118, but
specially constructed to withstand trying conditions prevailing
in hot humid climates.
List No. 1141.
Price 1572 AMP

11

-Ot

LINE SUPPRESSOR No. 1204.

Application.
To fit in the line at listeners meter board or between
any pair of mains leads. Where utmost efficiency is desired,
combined with convenience of fitting which is carried out
without cutting conductor. See Pages 13—19 and Section 3.
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No exposed parts when connection is effected, can
take conduit, lead covered cable V.I.R. or C.T. Provision for
sealing by supply authority.
Description.

,'5 Mn^
Ooo 11| KB * H 1-oxoO
Vi/VAM

V

K

Y 1-0

In the standard model, two condensers Y 1.0 /xF each
condenser is bridged by an 0.5 megohm discharging leak.
Two removable cartridge type fuses, 2'amps. Case
and cover Brown Bakelite.
...
X 3} X 3 inches
Dimensions
16 ozs.
Nett weight ...
Price 17/6
List No. 1204. Standard with leaks
Price 17/6
List No. 1257. Special without leaks

SET INPUT SUPPRESSOR No. 1211.
Application.
To plug in series with
supply to receiver.
Preferably at
Plug point. See page 21.

-JJjSOlC 6• »
Description.
Chokes rated to carry amp. Replaceable cartridge
type fuses on safety carrier which can only be withdrawn after
locking screws have been removed. Complete with lead and
5 amp. Plug.
8500// H
5 AMP
SOCKET

□

OO—I

5 AMP
PLUG

0<qJ

MAiir,

S5r(M)i//FT

CHOKES

SET &.

1

I

0)00000
8500/^H
EARTH TERMINAL

SUPPRESSOR I_1211.
... 5J X 21 x 2£ inches
(excluding lead and plug)
... 16 ozs.
Nett weight ...
Price 17/6
List No. 1211. Standard Rating J-amp.
Price 19/6
List No. 1256. Heavy DutyType l-amp.
Dimensions
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TYPE No. 1171.
Application.
On small motors or appliances where
the frame is not generally truly eaithed.
See page 36.
TWO O-OljUF
750 V DC WORKJNG
<2.250 V.DC TEST

o—CMhI

\

z-

Description.

X 0.5 /xF condenser
across incoming terminals
T
and in parallel with this is
T
a series connected pair of
;
Y 0.01 condensers with
ONE 0-5JJF
centre point earthed to metal
<150 V.DC WORKING
case. It is intended that
1.500 V.D.C. TEST
the case makes electrical com
tact with the frame of the interfering machine.
Fitted with 2-amp. cartr dge fuses in removable safety
... 3J X 1| X 3 inches
carrier. Dimensions
Nett weight ...
... 7 ozs.
List No. 1171.
Price 8/6

o—0x04

FLEX SUPPRESSOR No. 1174.
Application.
To be fitted in the flex lead
within one foot of any unearthed
appliance suspected of creating inter
ference. See page 37.

TO APPLIANCE
I FOOT OR LESS
TO FRAME OF
APPLIANCE

VDescription.
Bakelite
grip.

See
case

diagram.
Brown
with efficient cord

Dimensions

4£ X 1 X & inches

Nett weight

1\ ozs.

List No. 1174.

J

"Ixo.i

i

|0}H

Price 6/60

TO SUPPLY
■I

APPLIANCE

PLUG

Application.
To fit at plug
electrical appliance that
with 3-core cable and
and socket system. See

SUPPRESSOR

No- 1212.

supply to an
is connected
a 3 pin plug
page 38.

Description.
L

E
O—rOSOCKET =P X 0-5

! 8-±

-JY0-04

v 00 000

_________250/*H______.J

I______

Nett weight ...
List No. 1212.

... 4 X 2J X 1| inches
(excluding lead and plug)
16 ozs.
Price 16/6

FLASHING

SUPPRESSOR

Dimensions

SIGN

No.

1172.

Application.
To be fitted as close as
possible to flashing signs, thermo
static switches, switch contacts, etc.
See pages 44—45.
Description.
Choke condenser filter designed to carry up to £-amp.
wired internally with fuse wire. In Brown Bakelite case.

2000//H

o—nm&m—r- o
FLASHER 2000AH

O---- 'iRRRi'O'iP'

:k MAINS
IX05q

... 6 X 1J X 1J inches
Dimensions
... 12 ozs.
Nett weight ...
Price 11/6
List No. 1172.
If required this unit can be supplied with chokes
suitable for 2 amps.
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I
D.C.

HUM SUPPRESSOR

No. 1140.

Application.

|pfn
To reduce hum and/or
splutter present on some D.C. J
supplies particularly those fed
from
mercury
arc
rectifiers.
Suitable for connecting in the leads to all mains D.C. receivers
or radio gramophones having a consumption of from 70 watts
at 200 volts to 84 watts on 240 volts. See page 22.
Description.
Introduces gapped iron cored choke of 2 henrys
inductance in one side of supply and X4 /*F condenser across
mains leads on receiver side of choke. D.C. resistance of choke
16.8 ohms, designed to carry 350 mA. continuously. Voltage
drop at full load approximately 6.
Unit built up in Brown metal case with 2-amp. remov
able cartridge fuses in Bakelite safety carrier, conforms to I.E.E.
recommendations. One end fitted with standard 5-amp.
socket to take plug from receiver and flex lead with adaptor
for connection to mains via lamp holder or 5-amp. socket.
... 7| X 4 X 41 inches
Dimensions
Nett weight ...
... 7 lbs. 5 ozs.
Price £3

List No. 1140.

7 6

LIFT SUPPRESSOR No. 1182.
Application.

n

To be conected in control cir
cuit of lift car in
place half-way ter
minal box, so as to
prevent the conduc
tion of H.F. Inter
ference from motor
control circuits to the trailing cable. See page 51.
For multi contact flashing signs up to 10 contacts.
See pages 44—45.
Description.
Bank of ten chokes rated at 2 amps. In cast aluminium
case with removable cover and to take 1 \ in. conduit and with
clamp for flexible cable.
... 14 X 42 X 32 in. deep
Dimensions
... 9 lbs. 9 ozs.
Nett weight ...
Price £3 15 0
List No. 1182.
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3

}

REJECTOSTAT TYPE No. 1227.
On the right of the illustration is the aerial
transformer, No. 1216, in the centre the set
end transformer, No. 1218, these two
are sold together under No. 1227. On the
left is shown the neat cover (for the Set
transformer), No. 1265.

!

*

Application.
Where the interference is
known to be direct radiation from
nearbv sources such as trams, trolley
’buses, etc., or when it is desired
to feed more than one set point
from one aerial without interaction.
See pages 23 to 30.
Description.
One aerial transformer, which can feed one or more
receiver transformers (wall fixing).
Dimensions :
Aerial transformer, 6i X 2 ins. diameter.
Nett weight, 6 ozs.
Receiver transformer, 2 X 2f diameter.
Nett weight, 5 ozs.
Price 157Aerial transformer. List No. 1216.
Price 12/6
Set end transformer. List No. 1218.
... 11 ozs.
Complete Rejectostat
Price £17 6
Kit less cable. List No. 1227.
Brown enamelled metal cover for Set end unit,
Price 1/6
L1265
Type C Cable. Flexible, with metal braided treated
rubber covered, strongly recommended for all purposes.
Price 8d. per yard.
List No. 1221
Type A Cable. Light lead covered, for internal use only.
Price 4fcd. per yard.
List No. 1219 ...

NEON SIGN SUPPRESSOR No. 1142
Application.
To be inserted in the secondary of
neon sign circuits one for each transformer.
See Page 48 to 50.
Description.
50 Henry choke at approximately 50 milliamps.
Designed for use up to 15,000 volts (7,500 volts to earth). In
metal case, with glands for cable up to ft".
... 8 X 8J X 5} in. deep
Dimensions
... 10 lbs. 6 ozs.
Nett weight ...
Price £3 15 0
List No. 1142.
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CONTACT SUPPRESSOR No. 1144.
Application. To be mounted on motor car or boat engine frame ;
(a) close to generator with pigtail connected to unearthed brush.
(b) close to contact breaker with pigtail to the side of coil not
connected to contact breaker.
Across windscreen wiper or any other L.T. electrical
appliance on car. See page 46.
Sometimes useful across electric bell. See Page 45.
Description. One condenser, X0.5 /xF, cap
able of resisting engine temperature. In metal
cylinder with bracket and pigtail connection.
Dimensions, 1J X 2 X | inches .
Nett weight, 2 ozs.

SPARKING

PLUG

List No. 1144.

SUPPRESSOR

Price 2/6

No. 1143.

Application. To be fitted to sparking plugs
(one to each) in series with H.T. lead.
See page 46.
Description. Resister of 10,000 to 15,000 ohms, capable of
withstanding plug temperatures. May be fitted vertically or
horizontally.
Dimensions, 2| x f inches
;;;} List No. 1143. Price 2/6
Nett weight, 1 oz.

CgQlgUOP

DISTRIBUTOR SUPPRESSOR No. 1274.
tSs=r etuiNC-itc
I DISTRIBUTOR
J supvaessoa.
w.v-°o

Application.
To be fitted in H.T. lead as it enters
distributor. See page 46.

Description.
Resistor 10,000 to 15,000 ohms.
Dimensions, 3 X | inches
”’j List No. 1274. Price 3/Nett weight, 1 oz. ...
4 Cylinder Car Kit
Comprising 4 No. 1143 ; 2 No 1144 ; 1 No. 1147. 15/6
6 Cylinder Car Kit
Comprising 6 No. 1143 ; 2 No. 1144 ; 1 No. 1147. 20/-

WIND SCREEN WIPER SUPPRESSOR.
Choke and Condenser Unit complete with cable, and clip.
List No. 1241. Price 10/6
64
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CHOKES AND CHOKE CASES.

i

l

These heavy duty H.F.
mains chokes are available, rated
from i amp. to 300 amps,
The
heavier “ Post Office ” types are
wound with copper strip and have
exceptionally low resistance, are
designed to be fitted in any
^
supply voltage power leads and to offer a high impedance to
high-frequency currents, without giving any appreciable voltage
drop with the rated current passing through the coils.
Chokes rated up to 60 amp. are supplied in cases
of cast aluminium natural finish, which take 1" conduit as
standard. An adaptor can be supplied for terminating leadcovered cable at the entries to the case. The chokes are inter
changeable and can be connected up in a few minutes thus facili
tating the change of chokes in the event of rising load.
It should be noted that where chokes are mounted in
metal cases there is inevitably a drop in inductance.
Description.
List
No. Amps

/x H.

I

: Approx

Induct ■ D.C. Max.
ance Ohms. Volts

List
Weight Price.
£ s. d.
lbs.

Dimensions.

Drop

Post Office Type ChokesWithout Cases.
1184
3
1185
5
1186
15
1125 , 25
1126 : 50
1187
75
1127 100
1188 j 300

2,000

950
750
600
400
420
400
240

0-8

0-26
0 089
0 027
0-013
0 017
0-006
0-003

4!" dia.X 1£" thick

2-4

1-3
1-35
0 67
0 64
1-28
0 64
0-9

5r „ X ir „
53" „ x 2
»•

9
lOA'
Ilf
10A"
23"

„ x 3
„ x 3
»>
„ X 23" „
„ X 43'
„ x 11' „
>1

2 ; 17 6
2
110
3J ' I 50
11
3 5 0
18
4 0 0
163 600
35 i 8 5 0
45
j21 0 0

Skeleton Type Chokes Without Cases.
1213
1214
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210

A
1
2
5
15
30
60

10,000
5.000
2.000
1,000
500
500
250

4-90
2-30
0-58
0-25
0-072
0-034
0-013

2-45
2-30
1-16
1-25
1-38
1-02
0-78

j2|" dia.
2Y
»
*i
4*
„
53"
„
5"
»»
53"" „
53' ..
65

X $" thick
x r »»
x

|

x I"
x 3
x 13'
x 23"

l

,,

*
1

„
»i
„
„

23
63
lli

u

8
8
9
10
14
1 5
1 18

0
0
6
0
0
0
0

SINGLE SKELETON CHOKE
IN METAL CASE.
Application.
Where chokes are necessary, they are
generally required in pairs, but a single choke
is sometimes necessary to insert in an earthing
See paracable from an electrical machine,
graph 133.
Case cast aluminium, natural finish
and will take up to 1 in. conduit.
Description.
Nominal I
Max.
List
Induct D.C. Volts
No. Amps.
ance Ohms. Drop

Overall
Dimensions.

/x H.

1231
1232
1233
1123
1124
1145
1195

A
1

10,000 4 90
5,000 2-30

2
2,000 0-58
5
1,000 0 25
15
500 ,0 072
30
500 0 034
60 1
250 0-013

2 -45 1
2-30

5* dia. X 2" deep
99

>»

1-16
1 25 7$ • dia. X 31" deep
1 08
**
»I
1 02
„
„
0-78 7A" dia. X 5" deep

List
Approx
Weight Price.
£ s. d.
lbs.
2}
2}

3i

4A
5A
10A
13*

1
1
2
4

18
18
19
12
15
6
10

0
0
6
0
0
0
0

DOUBLE CHOKE AND CONDENSER FILTER
Application.
Designed to take one pair of chokes,
rated 2 or 5-amp.
Description.
Illustration shows double choke and /
condenser filter with lid removed. In this type L
the chokes'are face to face with the condenser unit between.
Interchangeable cartridge fuses are provided, fitted to a safety
carrier. Condensers Y 1.0 /x F with removable fuses.
Case cast aluminium, taking 1 in. conduit.

r

Nominal I D.C. I Total
List
Induct* jOhms.i Volts
per j Drop
No. Amps, ance
/x H. Coil. (
1234
1235 I

2
5

1

2,000
1,000

0-58 , 2-32
0-25 i 2-50

Overall
Dimensions.

7*' x 6}' X 6' deep
If

66

91

List
Approx
Weight Price.
£ s. d.
lbs.
6*

7

3
3

5
6

0
0

DOUBLE CHOKE AND CONDENSER FILTERApplication.
Designed to take one pair
of chokes rated 15, 30 or 60 amps.
See page 20 and Section 3. Where
it is desirable that the arrangement
of the filter circuits can be altered,
this unit is ideal.
Description.
The illustration shows a
standard double choke and con
denser Unit with cover removed
exposing two interchangeable chokes
and the condenser unit with fuses.
The coils are mounted
side by side and each is held by
a brass bolt through its centre,
which also serves to hold the cover
of the case in position. Between the coils is mounted the
condenser unit which is so arranged that four combinations of
chokes and condensers can be obtained without any trouble.
The fuses are in a double fuse-holder which is fitted
over the condensers in such a way that the fuse carrier can be
placed in either of two positions and the condensers are thus
connected across either ends of the chokes.
The other two connections are obtained by chang
ing the spade ended flexible wire from the terminal marked
D.C.” to that marked “A.C.,, As the markings infer, the
former is usually recommended for use on D.C. and the latter
on A.C. circuits ; no harm will be caused by the use of the
inappropriate connection, but usually some added improvement
will be noticed with the correct arrangement.
Case cast aluminium, natural finish and will take up
to 1 in. conduit. Condensers Y1.0 fiF.
I Nominal | D.C. Total
List
1 Induct- Ohms, Volts
No. Amps. ance
per Drop
[A H.
Coil.

1

1236
1237
1238

15
30
60

500
500
250

0 072
0 034
0013

216
2 04
•56

Overall
Dimensions.

List
.Approx
Weight Price.
lbs.
£ s. d.

17' x9*'X 33'deep 18*
26*
19
99
36

67

4
5
7

16 0
18 0
16 0

*4

TREBLE CHOKE AND CONDENSER FILTER.
Application.
For use when it is
necessary to fit choke and
condenser filters to rotary
&
converters, three wire D.C.
L vj distribution circuits, three>i I l/sl phase power supplies, etc.
Description.
£
___
These units consist
~TT~r
°f three hank type inter—
j .
changeable chokes, and two
----------~V—----- ^
double condenser units. The
t
, condensers can be arranged
B
j on either side of the chokes,
pi
depending on the impedances
of the circuits on each side of
the suppressor, and thus the
most satisfactory results can
be obtained.
Larger double and treble choke units (for currents up
to 300 amps.) can be supplied as special orders, and suppressor
equipments can be made up to customer’s requirements.
Case, cast aluminium, will take up to 1} in. conduit.
List

No.
1161
1162
1194

Nominal D.C.
Induct Ohms.
per
Amps. ance
fi H.
Coil.
15
30
60

500
500
250

Overall
Dimensions.

0 072 24'xlOi* X 4.?" deep
0 034
>*
0013
»»
>1

List
lApprox
Weight Price.
£ s. d.
lbs.
22
35
50

8 12 0
10 5 0
12 15 0

I

!
I

;
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SUMMARY OF BELLING-LEE SUPPRESSION
DEVICES.
List No.
£ s.
1216 Belling-Lee Aerial Rejectostar, including
fittings
15
1218 Belling-Lee Receiver Rejectostat
12
1227 Complete Rejectostat Kit less cable
... 1
7
1221 Cable, flexible with metal braiding treated
rubber covered, recommended for most
purposes
Type C, per yard
1219 Cabie, light weight lead-covered, for internal
per yard
use only, Type A
Oh quantities less than 100 yards, cutting charge 10% extra
1060 3-pin Socket flush mounting for Rejectostat
set end (See Paragraph 99)
1215 3-pin Socket type line termination unit, in
eluding Resistance for use with Rejecto
stat Amplifier only. (See Paragraph 101
4
1107 3-pin plug for 1060 or 1215
..............
10
1118 Condenser Suppressor
1228
1 3
do.
In metal Case
15
1141 Tropical Condenser Suppressor
8
1171 Suppressor for unearthed motors ...
11
1172 Flashing Sign Suppressor
3
7
1140 D.C. Hum Suppressor
3 15
1142 Neon Sign Choke
3 15
1182 Lift Suppressor, Half-way Position
2
each
1143 Sparking Plug Suppressor
2
each
1144 Contact Suppressor ...
3
1274 Distributor Suppressor
1241 Windscreen Wiper Suppressor with cable
10
and clip
0
1
Car Suppression Kit—6-Cylinder ...
15
4-Cvlinder ...
17
1204 Line Suppressor Standard with leaks
17
1257 Line Suppressor without leaks (Special)
6
1174 Flex Suppressor
17
1211 Set Input Suppressor up to £-amp
19
1256
do.
Up to 1-amp
16
1212 Appliance Plug Suppressor ...
1
Textbook on Interference Suppression

d.
0
6
6
8
41
6
6
9
6

0
0
6
6
6
0
0
6
6
0
6
0
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
0

Range of H.F. Mains Chokes, single pole, with and
without metal cases, rating from £ to 60 amps. See Page 65—66.
Range of H.F. Mains Choke and Condenser Filters,
Double and Treble, in metal cases, rated from 2 to 60 amps.
See pages 66-68.
Range of Special Low Resistance Post Office Type
Chokes, 3 to 300 amps., without cases. See page 65.
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C.O.D. OFFER—INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSORS.

248.

We will always send suppressors c.o.d. on the under
standing that if the results are disappointing we will refund the
money. We expect listeners to approach their dealer in the first
instance, but if they are unable to obtain this service locally, to
give us the name and address of the dealer when writing.

249.

If yours is one of the few cases where results
disappointing, DO NOT return the unit at once, but fill up
interference questionnaire at your post office or write to
we may be able to help you further, and if not, we will tell
when to return the unit.

are
the
us,
you

CONDITIONS OF LOAN OF HEAVIER AND
MORE EXPENSIVE APPARATUS.

250.

Provided that we or the Post Office Radio Engineers
consider that there is a reasonable chance of success, we are
willing to lend for trial the necessary heavy apparatus for sup
pression of more persistent interference, the only charge being
carriage both ways.

251.

If neither we nor the Post Office Engineers are con
sulted, but a customer thinks there is a chance of apparatus
being helpful and wishes to give it a trial, we may still allow it
out on loan, but in the event of it being returned as unsuitable,
in addition to carriage charges we make a charge of 2/6 per
item to cover our handling and packing expenses.
Period—14 days, subject to extension if we consider a
252.
useful purpose will be served.
DO NOT RETURN GOODS WITHOUT FIRST WRITING
TO US.
A FEW USERS OF BELLING & LEE
SUPPRESSORS.
Power Supply Companies.
Electrical Manufacturers.
Lift Manufacturers.
Neon Sign Manufacturers.
Research Laboratories.
Ships, including
the Cunarder “Queen Mary”

Post Office.
Royal Arsenal.
Colonial Governments
Crown Agents for Colonies.
Royal Air Force.
Radio Manufacturers.
Motor Engineers.
70
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APPENDIX

Measurement of Interfering H.F. Voltages at
Terminals] of Machine.
The B.B.C. has issued an interesting publication entitled
“ Receiving Aerials and Electrical Interference ” which gives
some of the results of the work of the International Electro*
technical Commission on Electrical Interference.
This shows inter alia that in order to give satisfactory
reception with at least 75% of existing aerials it is desirable for
the interfering H.F. voltages throughout the broadcast frequencies
at the terminals of an interfering machine to be reduced to 35
microvolts for outdoor aerials, or 10 microvolts for indoor
aerials. (This would give interference 40 decibels below the
level of a programme modulated 80% and having a field strength
of I millivolt per metre). Unfortunately this degree of suppress
ion at the source would appear to be too expensive to obtain in
many cases.
Experiments in Germany reveal that the cheapest little
condenser suppressors reduce the terminal interference only to
100 microvolts in 50% of cases, i.e. three times too loud for
most listeners with outdoor aerials, and ten times too loud tor
those with indoor aerials. This means either that better
suppressors (chokes and condensers) at the source are often
needed, or listeners must do something at their end in addition
to the simplest precautions at the noise source.
As a guide to the significance of the ideal mentioned above
of suppression to protect a 1 millivolt programme, it is pointed
out that while most British listeners receive B.B.C. alternative
programmes with at least 10 millivolts, there are some bad spots
where the strength is below 2 millivolts per metre. Many
European programmes come in at over 1 millivolt.
Thus the fitting of the smallest condensers at the noise
source is likely to be adequate for most listeners so far as B.B.C.
programmes are concerned, but inadequate for foreign station
reception.
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CONDITIONS OF SALE.
i

Quotations arc given and orders arc accepted on the
distinct understanding that where despatch promises arc
given, the number of days commences from actual receipt
of order, and docs not include Saturdays, Sundays or
general holidays. We undertake to deliver promptly but
we cannot accept any responsibility for direct or indirect
loss or damage due to delays caused by Strikes, Lock-outs,
Fire, total or partial stoppage of Works, or any unforeseen
cause whatever over which we have no control.

2.

Any complaints as to quality or quantity must be made
within three days of receipt of goods, otherwise they
cannot be recognised.

3.

Usual business references required, or cash with order on
all first transactions : trade settlement terms 3$% seven
days, 2i% monthly account.

4.

British materials arc used whenever possible.

5.

Prices quoted arc based on prices ruling on the date of
going to press, and arc subject to revision without notice.

6.

Any trade discounts quoted arc in accordance with the
practice of the Radio Component Manufacturers’
Federation.
LIMITED LICENSE.
Goods arc supplied and guaranteed on the condition
that they arc sold at manufacturer's current list price
only. This is also a condition of the limited licence
granted under any patents that may be in force.
GUARANTEE
If any article is proved to be defective in workmanship
or material within one year from date of purchase, it
will be replaced free of charge by the manufacturers,
Belling & Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road,
Enfield, Mdx.

.
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